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Abstract 

For ships operating in arctic and sub-arctic waters, ice load is a major threat. Due 

to the uncertainties in ice conditions and vvying operating situations* an accurate estima- 

tion on design ice load is difficult. fhe objective of the present research is to investigate 

the ice loads and the associated structural strength tiom aspects of mechanics, statistics 

and design principles. 

First, the ice-structure interaction process is investigated from the view point of 

mechanics. The interaction is characterized by ice hcture and damage. The ice load is 

highly locaiized within high pressure regions termed critical zones. A numericd analysis 

was carried out to investigate how a crack rnay propagate in an ice sheet and how the ice 

material is damaged during an ice-structure interaction. The analysis showed that small 

shear cracks, with mixed modes, are more likely the candidates for the eacture spalls and 

the formation of critical zones. 

Cntical zones Vary in space and time. These critical zones are characterized using 

parameten such as spatial density. zona1 area, and the zona1 force. These parameters in 

the model were calibrated using ship trial data of CCGS Louis St. Laurent. The ice loads 

on a design area were modelled as a random number of critical zones, each with a random 

force. Based on this mode1 and extnme value theory, a design curve was proposed for the 

estimation of extreme ice loads. 

Third, the strength of the structure was investigated. A long plate, loaded by uni- 

fonn pressure was proposed as the design mode1 for the plating. Due to the randomness 

of ice load* there are uncenahies associated with the design model. To understand this 

uncertainty, various load scenarios were investigated using the finite element method. The 

results show that the plate f ~ l s  at a dominant section, which fails in a way similar to an 

"equivalent long plate". Factors affecting the failure of the panel are lateral support and 

rn 



interaction beîween critical zones. These factors were investigated and empirical formula 

were derived based on finite element modelling. 

A simplified model was proposecl to investigate the failure of the "equivalent long 

plate". This mode\ was used, together with factors of lateral support. location and inter- 

actions between cntical zones fiom empiricai fonnula, in Monte Car10 simulation xheme 

to model the uncertainty of the design model of the structure. The simulated results of the 

uncenainty factor were appro~imated by a lognomai distribution. 

Finally, the results fiom the analysis on the ice loads and the structural resistance 

were used in discussion of the design principles. Two design methods, Le., reliability de- 

sign and code design methods, were discussed. Pnnciples in selecting design load and re- 

sistance were discussed. These principles were applied in an example design of an off- 

shore oil tanker. Reliability of the plates tiom different design strategis were evaiuated. 

It was found that, for ultimate rupture, a yearly maximum with a probability of exceedance 

of 104 is appropriate as the design load. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The hull of a ship is exposed to different environmental forces during its lifetime. 

These forces include hydrostatic loads wave loads. wind loads and ice impact loads. The 

Ioad during interaction with ice is a major consideration for the design of ships in arctic 

and subarctic waters. Considerable forces due to ice impact may resuit when an arctic 

class vessel strikes multi-year ice or ice island fiagrnents, or when a subarctic vessel strikes 

an undetected growler or bergy bit. For a designer or an engineer, choosing a design ice 

load has always been a challenge because of the uncertainties of ice loads in nature. These 

uncertainties are partially due to the varying ice conditions and the complicated nature of 

ice-structure interaction process. 

From the view point of mechanics, ice-structure and ice-vesse1 interaction (except 

at very low rates) is charactecized by ice fiacture and ice damage processes. The fiacture 

usudy initiates from flaws and irregularities in the ice and results in discrete pieces of ice 

spalling oK Consequently, the contact area between ice and structure is reduced and the 

pressure on the ice-structure interface is redistributed. In addition, the stress within the ice 

mass is redistributed. which causes additional spalls. The pressure in the reduced contact 

areas, especiaily towards the center, is very high and the ice is subjected to severe damage. 



These hi@ pressure regions (tenned critical zones) C O ~ S Q O ~ ~  to the areas on the nmc- 

ture where localized ice Ioads occur. The critical zoms are important in the estimation of 

ice loads and structural design and an the fms  of the present research. 

The nacture trajectocies dictate sizes and geometry of spalled ice pieces and 

therefore govem the formation, numk, sizes and intensities of critical zones. Fracture is 

random in nature due to the randomness of flaws and irregularities in ice. As a conse- 

quence, ctitical zones are also random It has been observed from the ship ramming trials 

(e-g. Glen and Blount, 1984) and in medium scale indentation tests (e-g. Frederking et al., 

1990) that high pressure zones constmtly disappear and reappear, move frorn one place to 

another and change in intensity. The randomness of ice load and criticai zones can be ac- 

counted for by a probabilistic analysis. Usually, the probability distribution of ice load can 

be derived nom measurements of field tests and ship ramming trials. Such a distribution 

can then be used in the determination of the design ice load or the design resistance for the 

structure. 

The structure of a ship's hull is a complex combination of plating, stiffenen and 

suppomng fiames. In practice, the strength of the ship structure is divided into three 

components. These an primacy, secondary and tertiaqr (Paulling, 1988). The primary, or 

global, strength is associated with the hull girder. Loads affecting the hull girder are gen- 

erally global impact loads. The secondiuy, or semi-local strength is concemed with the 

strength of a large plate panel (or grillage). The tertiary, or local, strength is concerned 

with the strmgîb of plating between two stiseners or two fiames. This region must resist 



locaiized ice loads, especially the critical zones that result from the ice failure mechanism. 

This region is the focus of the present study. 

For a rule based design for ice, such as the Proporals for Arctic Shipping Pollution 

Prevention Regulations (the ASPPR Proposc~fs, Melviile Shipping Ltd., 1989). the plating 

is usuaiîy treated as a long piate, loaded by uniforni lateral pressure. The plate may fail in 

one of three limit States, e.g the three-hinge collapse, permanent set and ultimate rupture. 

The three-hinge collapse and permanent -set are usually associated with ~ ~ c e a b i l i t y  

whercas uitimate rupture is concemed with safety. The long plate mode1 is easy to imple- 

ment. In rdi ty ,  the ice loads on a plate are mon complicated than the idealized unifom 

load. Critical zones moves from place to place. and change in intensity. Depending on the 

exact distribution of the load, the response of the plate could be guite different £tom one 

case to anothei. This results in an uncertainty in the design model of the structure. 

The strength of a structure is also ranciom. This is because of uncertainties related 

to structural size and material strength. As was leamed from the review and verification 

of The ASPPR Proposois by Mernorial University of Neuifoundland (Carter et al. 1992), 

the ship structural strength might be affécted by uncertainties in plate thickness, material 

strength, weld effect and heat-affkcted zones. 

An optimal design of the structure should account for ail uncertainties associated 

with the environmental loads and design model. Such a design can be viewed as a decision 

process. ï h e  designer must give due consideration to two codicting objectives, Le. 

safety and economy. Theoretically, there is no absolutely safe stnrcture because of uncer- 

tainties of environmental load and structural resistance. The safety level of a structure can 

3 



be evaluated by the probabiiity of structural sumival. This probabiiity can be obtained 

From the probability densities of the load and resistance. An optimal structure should have 

a probabiiity of failure close to a target value which is accepted by the engineering prac- 

tice. There are two methods in stmctural design, namely reliabiiity method and code de- 

sign method. For the first, the structural strength is selected based on the target reliability. 

In the second, the structure is designed according to a design rule. The nile has an intrinsic 

safety margin accepted by the profession New rules are also caiibrated by reliabiiity 

analysis. 

1.2 Scope of the Work 

Mechanics of ice-structure interaction, statiaics of ice loads and reliability anaiysis 

of structural strength are three important and interlinked aspects for the design of a amc- 

tue.  The proposed research presents an approach which integrates dl three aspects. The 

focus of the research is critical zones ( localized high pressure regions which a n  the key 

elements of ice loads). 1 will învestigate how they fonn and how they affect the overall ice 

loads and the response of the structure. 

First, 1 wili investigate the ice-structure interaction process fiom the view point of 

mechanics. I will investigate exiaing m u r e  models and their applicability to the prob- 

lems of spailing and formrtion of critical zones. 1 will investigate the propagation of small 

cracks in different stress zones within an ice sheet. 1 will also investigate the fiacture 

damage interplay process by a numericai example. 



Second, we propose a probabilistic approach to the estimation of ice loads. Erne- 

mai analysis and its application in evaluating design ice load is first discussed. Critical 

zones are quantifieci by parameters such as their spatiai density, sires and intensities. 

These parameters are calibrateci using the ship ramming triai data of Louis St. Laurent. A 

probabilistic model of cntical zones is proposeà; which assumes that the ice load on a de- 

sign area is applied through a random number of criticai zones. each with a random force. 

This model is then used in deriving the probability distribution of extremai ice loads. 

Third, we will investigate the strength of the structure. We will focus our analysis 

on the ship plating. The long plate model, which is used in practical design, wiU be re- 

viewed and different failure mechansims will be investigated. The response of a plate to 

various reaiistic loads will be analyzed using a finite element method. A long plate model, 

which accounts for the non-unifonn loads. will be developed. This model, together with 

the results from the finite element modelling of various load xenarios, will be used to 

analyze the uncertainty of the design model of the structure. 

Finally, we wiil discuss the principles of design These include a discussion on 

different design methodi in practice and rationaie in selecting the design loads and resis- 

tance. The principles are applied for the design of plating of a tanker for offshore New- 

foundland waters. Plate thickness according to different design strategies are derived and 

the probability of f'aiiure for each design is evaluated. 



Chapter 2 

[ce-Structure Interaction Process 

2.1 Introduction 

Ice-structure and ice-vesse1 interaction (except at very Iow rates) is charaaerized 

by ice fiacture and damage processes. The fkacture w d y  occws near the free edge bor- 

dering the amal contact area between the ice and the structure. Such fkactures result in 

large pieces of ice spiaihg off and a reduction in the rernaining contact areas. The pres- 

sure in these contact areas is very hi& especiaiIy towards the center. The areas have been 

tenned critical zones. Extensive damage to ice usually takes place in these zones. There 

is evidence that ice has been microfiacturecl, brokn into small pieces, nibjected to 

pressure melting and suitered together in these zones (Jordaaq Xiao and Zou, 1993)- 

These zones aiso carry most of the ice Ioad and are crucial to the modelling of the global 

d e  e f f i  and to the anaiysis of local pressure. Spailing by fiacture govems the variation 

of ske,  number and location of these zones during the interaction process. Figure 2.1 

schematically illustrates an interaction with one critical zone and spalls. 

Spailing by nachire has been analyreci, using h i t e  element modelling, by Xiao and 

Jordaan (199 1) in tenns of the propagation of a flaw located near the ice-structure 
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Figure 2. 1 Schenatic ~~Iusaa~ioon of A Criticai Zone with Spfls 

intenace. They found that the crack would propagate at loads about one tenth of those 

calculateci using damage anaiysis only and that the propagation would result in a piece of 

ice spaliing off and a reduction of ice force. Furthemore, they found that flaws propagate 

more readily in zones of low confining pressure. These zones are located near the fra 

surface of the ice where spaüs are often observed. A flaw may propagate in a tensile 

mode, a shear mode or a mixeci mode. They also found that the tensile zones near the fne 

edge of an ice sheet are oflen small. Zones with high shear stress tend to be larger, with a 

higher probability of containing a Baw. Fracture is uniikely to be initiated fiom cracks 

under high contining pressure. 



Evans et ai. (1984) proposed a semiquantitative model for the spalling of edge- 

Ioaded ice sheets. The model was based on the plain-strain cavity expansion theory (Hill. 

1950) and elastic plate bending theory. It confinneci that the forces required to propagate 

s p d  cracks are relatively small but the suthon experienced difficulties in calibrating the 

parameters in the model by experiments. 

Critical zones and spalls are random in nature. This has been demonstrated in 

medium seale indentation tests (Le. Frederking et al. 1990) and ship trials (Le. Glen and 

Blount 1984). where high pressure areas consantly disappear and reappear. move tiorn 

one place to amther, changing in intensity. The probabilistic nature of critical zones and 

spalls is associateci with the randomness of flaws in ice, which lead to the initiation of 

spalling. Similar to other materials, ice contains many defects such as cracks, inclusions, 

pores, grain boundaries and other weakness. Both the size and the location of these are 

generally random For this reason, a probabilistic analysis of existing Baws is needed. A 

probabilistic model has been proposed by Maes et al. (1986), by assuming that the cracks 

are randomly dispened in a material volume according to a Poisson proses. On the other 

hand, Kendall (1978) refend ta the probabilistic approach as "dubious statistical argu- 

ments involving invisible flaws". He proposed a deterministic model. well known as "the 

double cantilever beam", which assumes that a centrally located crack divides a beam into 

two cantilevers and that the resulting bending moment on each cantilever results in crack 

growth. It has been found by Zou et ai. (1996) that the basic assumption in Kendall's 

model, that is, treating two struts as elastic beam, is only vaiid for large crack lengths (ie. 

The thickness of an ice sheet). Cracks of such length and of such location can be rarely 



be rarely found in nature. Although long centrai cracks have been observed in some 

indentation tests (Kamil and Muhonen MO), they are more likely formed as a result of 

the propagation of srnd cracks rather than being present as initial flaws. In addition, 

DeFranco and Dempsey (1990) found that the boundary condition in Kendall's model is 

not weii dehed, which may result in the fiacture force estimated being close to one third 

of the real value. Therefore, the replacement of "invisible flaws" (fot example grain 

boundaries) by a preciseiy located yet also invisible central crack is a questionable 

alternative, which will be investigated in detail in this section. In addition, a deterministic 

andysis of the propagation of cracks, with different lengths and located in dEerent regions 

with different stress conditions. wiil be analyzed. Finally we will review some basic aspect 

of damage mechanics and the fracture damage interplay dunng the ice-structure 

interaction process. We begin our analysis fiom some basic aspects of ice fracture 

mec hanics . 

2.2 Ice Fracture 

As described in Section 2.1, âacture of ice usually initiates from a flaw in the ice. 

According to linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), a crack will begin to propagate 

when the stress intensity factor at the crack tip exceeds the fracture toughness. An 

equivalent criterion of stress intensity factor is strain energy release rate. The fiacnire 

toughness of fresh water ice ranges fkom 0.1 to 0.14 MPa mla and the conesponding 

cntical strain energy release rate ranges fiom 1 to 2 ~ f r n ~  (Timco and Frederking 1986; 

Dempsey et al.. 1989). 



Once the fiacture is initiated, its subsequenr propagation depends on its stability. If 

the fkacture continues to propagate, then the crack is unstable. If  additional force is 

needed for continual crack growth, the crack is stable. The nability of a crack can be 

analyzed by the change of strain energy release rate G with respect to crack length a, -. 
àl 

The crack is unstabk when the ratio is greater than zero. In an ice-stnicture interaction, 

an unstable crack may propagate into a compressive zone and becorne stable and not cause 

any catastrophic failure. 

As already discussed in Section 2.1, a crack may propagate in a tensile mode, a 

shear mode or a mixed mode. The rnixed mode fiacture has been midied extnisively, e-g., 

by Sih (1973). Palaniswamy and Knauss (1974). Conrad (1976). CottereU and Rice 

(1 98O), Sih and Tzou (1983), Hutchinson and Suo (1992). There are three principal theo- 

ries: first, that the crack will propagate at right angles to the maximum tensile stress, sec- 

ond, that it wiil propagate in the direction which correspmds to the maximum strain en- 

ergy release rate (SERR), and third, the crack direction is that which corresponds to the 

strain energy density. The most fundamental of these is judged to be the maximum 

SERR. Indeed, Conrad (1976) quotes fiom Griffith: "the crack will grow in the direction 

dong which the elastic energy release per unit crack extension will be the maximum and 

the crack wiii start to grow when this energy reaches to a critical value". For practical 

purposes, there is littie difference betwm the first and the second criteria. This agrees 

with the results of Hutchinson and Suo (1992) who found no distinction between a cnte- 

rion for crack kinking based on maximizing strain energy release rate or based on propa- 



propagation in the direction in which Kn = O. Figure 2.2 shows that the angle of crack 

propagation corresponds to the maximum SERR with respect to the ratio of KJK~,, where 

Kr and KU are stress intensity factors of tende and shear mode respectively. Figure 2.3 

shows critical values of KI and Kir at which the maximum SERR at the direction of crack 

propagation reaches the material fiacture toughness. Values of KI and & are nodized 

with Klc and plotteci together with the results of muCd mode ftacture tests on ice by Shen 

and Lin (1986). The closed fonn formulae of the relationships in Figure 2.2 and 2.3 are 

derived and given below for the convenience of analysis: 

K, 3 KI 2 KI -8 = exp[-0.00003 3 l e )  + 0.0 1665(-) - 0.3 19 1 - + 430971 . (2.3) 
KI KI? KI, 

A crack may also propagate when the crack tip is under a shear stress and a con- 

fining pressure. The propagation in this case is more difficuit than for the case of mixed 

mode tende and shear crack as indicated by the studies of Hallam (1986), Kachanov, 

(1993) and by Smith and Schulson (199 1). 

2.3 Analysis of Kendall's Double Cantilever Beam Themy 

Kendall's double cantilever beam is show in Figure 2.4. The beam is fixed at one 

end and free at the other. A centraily located crack at the free end divides the beam into 

two struts. A punch at the fm end causes the stmts to 'bend and shear outward'. 



Figsrre 2. 2 Angle of Crack Propagation (PaI~aniswmy and Kmuss, 19 74) 
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Figure 2. 3 Data of Shen ami Lin (1986) Fitted tu the Mmimim SERR Amlysis of 

Palcaswmy und Kiurtcss (1 9 74). Data Nmailied with Kr=O. 1 O7 MPa m'O 



Figure 2. 4 Kenckrli's double cantiiever beum 

Kendall simplifieci the force of the punch as two concentrated forces on the free end (see 

Figure 2.4). 

According to the law of emrgy conservation, the total strain energy of the system ( 

CT r ) does not change with the crack Iength c for a stable crack growth. 

The arain energy due to the punch has two major components: compression. corre- 

sponding to forces FI2 applied dong the axes of the stmts. and a bending moment caused 

by the eccentricity of the force FI2. The compressive component is assumed not to 



change with the crack length and therefore disappears from equation (2.3) The bending 

component for the sinple beam geometry c m  be derived as: 

and the totai energy ofthe system (excluding the compressive component) is given by: 

where R is the d a c e  energy. Applying the above equation to equation (2.3) Kendall de- 

rived the fracture driving force for a stable crack propagation: 

With the same principle described above, Kendall also derived the force required to 

propagate a crack which is not located at the center of the beam (see Figure 2Sa) result 

shows that the force rquired to propagate the crack is minimum when the crack is located 

at the center (sec Figure 2.5b). Hence he concluded that "there will be a preference for 

cracks to uavel on the centrai plane". 

Some of Kendall's assumptions are now discussed. First, in Kendall's model, thete 

is no Iateral renraint on the fiee end of the stnits. This means that the struts are fiee to 

run into each other as show in Figure 2.6, which does not correspond to the intendeci 

idealkation in Figure 2.4. In reality, there is a reaction on the end of each stmt causing an 
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Figute 2.5 Kendzif's modef for the crack off the center line @om Ken&II 1978) 

additional bending on the beam. Asniming that the 'k ends' are completely resnained, 

DeFranco and Dempsey (1990) derived the value of fiacture driving force: 



which is close to t h  times the value in Kendall's theory (see Figure 2.7). In a practicd 

case, the end condition may be between fke and completely restrained depending on the 

conditions of the interface, which, for the ice-structure interaction, may involve fiction, 

pressure rnelting and sintering. Second, the simplification of the deflection of the stnits as 

pure bending is not appropnate for the case of small crack lengths. In this case com- 

pressive stress is not a constant throughout the beam, especially in the region near the in- 

dentor where compressive stress dominates. In fact this high compressive stress may cause 

the crack to clos when the crack is very shon. To demonstrate this, the following 

numericd anaiysis on a double cantilever beam is carried out using a finite element mod- 

elling package ABAQUS. 

Figure 2.8 shows an ice beam with a central crack at the free end, subjected to an 

indentor of one meter Adth. The indentation speed in this case is assumed high enough so 

that ice can be treated as an elastic matenal. 



Figure 2. 7 Double Cantiiever Beam with resttuined endsfrotn DeFmnco und Dempsey 

(1990) 

The simplification of indentor force as two concentrated forces in Kendall's theory 

is not accurate for the anaiysis of small crack lengths and is not applied here. For the ice- 

structure interaction, the pressure distribution on the interface is complicated. A darnage 

anaiysis by Xiac and Jordaan (1996) shows that the distribution is an inverse parabola in 

shape when ice is idiaiiy in an elastic contact. then it changes to a unifonn and a parabolic 

shape as the ice damages near the interface. The distribution is  furthet complicated by 

spalls and the formation of critical zones. For the purpose of cornparison, a uniform 

pressure distribution is used in this analysis. Values of strain energy release rate 



Figure 2 .8  An ice sheet with a centrd crack, loo<ied by un inde- 

G at crack tips of d*Berent crack lengths were evaluated. The crack will propagate when 

G reaches a critical value Gc. The value of G, for ice is in the range of 1-2  in' (Timco 

and Frederking (1986). In this study a value of G ~ P J  1 ~hn' is used. The results are pre- 

sented in Figure 2.9 (a) together with values obtained fiom Kendall's theory and De- 

Franco and Dempsey (1990), where the crack length is presented in a non-dimensionai 

form with respect to the ice thickness wD. Figure 2.9 (a) shows that G increases with 

crack length. The rate of increase d i d s h e s  when the crack length ad3 is 0.8 and G 

gradually reaches a constant value which corresponds to a stable crack growth. The con- 

stant is close to the value predicted by DeFranco and Dempsey (1990) and one eighth of 

the value in Kendall's theory. A more detailed plot (Figure 2.9 (b)) shows that G is equal 

to zero for crack lengths dD les  than 0.22. This is in agreement with the stress analysis 

which shows that the crack tip is under high compressive stress. Figure 2.9 (b) also shows 

that G reaches Cc when the crack length d D  is 0.3, which corresponds to a 60 cm crack in 

a 2 meter thick ice sheet. This is a long flaw and is unlikely t o  be found. 



Thirdly. the extension of the centraily located crack model to the non-central lo- 

cated crack model presents difficulties. This is because in the first case the shear nnin 

energy component is not considered, which may be predominant in the second case. To 

investigate this fiinher, the same double cantilever beam is anaiyzed with the crack located 

in difEercnt lateral positions (see Figure 2.10). The crack length is fied as 0.5 m and 

values of G of crack at different locations were evaluated. The results are presented in 

Figure 2.11 together with Kendall's prediction. The results show that G increases when 

the crack is off the central plane in contrat to the Kendall's conclusion. 

In conclusion, Kendall's model is only valid for long cracks. The model as modi- 

fied by DeFranco and Dempsey (1990) Qives a sood prediction of G for large crack 

lengths. The extension of the model with a centrally located crack to one with a non- 

centrally located crack presents difficulties. The double cantilever beam theory has been 

applied to the analysis of ice spalling by a number of researchers. The application may be 

suitable for the analysis of a large splitting ice feature but not suitable for the analysis of 

ice spalling, since in a r d  field situation spalling may result tiom the propagation of 

cracks of various locations. An alternative beam model was proposed by Hutchinson and 

Suo (1992) which considers a mixed mode crack. This approach may provide a good ap- 

proximation to ice spalling and is given in next section. 
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Figure 2. 9 (a) Resulrs of strain energy release rate, (b) detail offigirre (a) 



Figure 2. IO An ice s k t  with crack in drerent vertical Iocatiom 
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Figure 2. I I  G vui.ues for cruch ut dlfrent Iocatiom 



2.4 Analysis of B e m  Model By Hutchinson and Suo 

Elutchinson and Suo (1992) dcscribed a bcam mode1 originally developed by Suo 

(1990), which is similar to that of Kendall but inciudes the effect of compressive 

(see Figure 12). The main energy release rate at the crack tip, G, was derived as: 

stress 

(2.8) 

where Ê is the eff i ive  Young's modules, PI, Pt, Psi MI, Mt. M3, h and H are defined in 

Figure 2.12. 

The arain energy release rate in Equation (2.8) was fbnher separated into opening 

and shearing components by Hutchinson and Suo (1992) using linearity and dimensional- 

ity. Consequently, the stress intensity factors take the fonn: 

where P and A4 are linear combinations of the applied loads: 

P = e - C , P , - C = M , / h ,  M = M , - C 3 M 3 ,  

and II, V and y are geometric factors described as below: 



Figure 2. 12 A Beam Mdl by Svo (1990) 

1 1 sin y 
- = 1 + 4 ~ + 6 $ + 3 ~ ' ,  - = 1 2 ( 1 + ~ ) ,  -= JW 6q2(1 + q) - (2.12) u V 

Accurate determination of w of Equation (2.9) is very complicated. The elasticity problem 

was solved rigorously with the help of numerical solutions of an integral equation by 

Hutchinson and Suo and the results are presented in an approximate formula: 

Further, Hutchinson and Sua presented a cnterion for mixed mode crack propaga- 

tion by: 

where Gm is the critical energy release rate, Fis the factor depending on the ratio of KI to 

Ku. In Equation (2.14), is the direction of crack propagation, 5 is a parameter related 

to traction at crack tip and ï is the Gacture toughness. F in Equation (2.14) is qual  or 

leu than 1, which means the mixed mode crack d l  propagate at an "apparent strain en- 



energy release rate" less than the fiacture toughness. This is in agreement with the results 

of Paianiswamy and Knauss (1 974). 

The preceding approach by Hutchinson and Suo provides a better treatment of 

beam than Kendall by accounting for the compressive component of the strain energy. in 

the following, we wül use this mode1 to investigate the hcture strength of an ice sheet 

shown in Figure 2.13. We assume that a long crack exists and is parallei to the ice sheet. 

The end of the ice sheet is loaded by a patch load with a width ofw, and has a parabolic 

pressure distribution This patch load is similar to a critical tonal force. We define an 

equivalent hcture strength of the ice sheet as the mean pressure over the thickness of the 

ice at which the crack propagate: 

where p(x) is the pressure distribution corresponding to the propagation of the crack. 

Tentatively, we assume it has the fonn: 

where po is defined in Figure 2.1 3. 

Factors afkcting the fracture strength include the position of the crack relative to 

the center of the ice sheet, 1, the width of the patch load, W. and the location of the load XO, 

(see Figure 2.13). In the following we analyze these factors. 



Figure 2. 13 An Ideaiized lce-Structure hteraction 

To investigate the effect of l, we examine the case when w = D, xo = O and i varies 

between O to Df2. For each value of 1, Equations 2.9 to 2.13 are used to calculate KI 

and Ku for the case when po 4. The amplitude ofpo which causes crack propagation is 

then derived based on mi-nimum SERR criterion (Equation (2.1)). The fracture strength is 

then caiculated fiom Equation (2.15). The results are presented Figure 2.14. The strength 

is nonnalized with p$, which is the fracture strength when I = O. Note that the fiacture 

strength is lower when the crack is off the center. This is consistent with the result fkom 

Our finite element anaiysis (sa Figure 2.1 1). 

Next, we investigate the effect of the width of the loaded area, W .  We examine the 

case when 1 = O, xo =O and w varies between O.ZD to D. The fiacture strength for each w 

is derived from the same method used in analyzing the effect of I.  The strength is nor- 

mdïzed with respect to p/ and is presented in Figure 2.15. Note that the strengh de- 

creases with the load width, implying that the more concentrated loads make the fiactuce 

propagation easier. 



Figure 2. 14 Attaiysis on the effect of locatiotl of the crack 

Fiaiiy. we examine the effea of xo. We vasy xo between O to Di4 for-the case that 

w = 012. 1 = 0. and we derive that strength fkom the same rnethod described before. 

Strength against xo are presented in Figure 2.16 in ternis of nonnalized form. Note that 

the strength demases with respect to xo. 

Note that in the above analysis we only dealt with some special cases of a compli- 

cated combination between I, w and ro. In reality. this combination could be random, 

which results in the randomness of the fiacture strength. To investigate this, we pefiortn 

the following Monte Car10 simulations. 



Figure 2. 15 Anuiyssis on eflect of w 

Figure 2. 16: Anaiysis on the eflect of xo 



In each simulation, we randornly select w benveen O and D. Then, we randornly 

select xo between O and (D-w). We also randornly choose I between O and D/2. For the 

selected combination off, w and Q, we caiculate the strength. AU these parameters are 

selected following a uniforni distribution. A total of 5000 simulations were perfomed. 

The resuhs of pefare ranked and presaited in tenns of probabdity of exceedance in Figure 

2.17. ïhe  simulated results indicate that pefis scattered within the range tCom 165 Pa to 

35 MPa with a mean value of 0.2 MPa. The results indicate the fact that ice failure by 

crack propagation can occur at any load levei depending on the load configuration and the 

location of crack It should be reaiized that only fracture failure is considered in the 

simulation. The ice sheet may fail by other mechanism such as damage. 

The preceding analysis shows that an open crack paralle1 to the ice sheet may 

propagate at a random load level depending on the location of the crack and the load pro- 

file. In reality, the fiacture strength of the ice is even more complicated since cracks in 

nature are usually smaller and their propagation is more complicated. They can be located 

in a random location with a random orientation The propagation of these cracks is more 

difficult to predict. This is illustrateci by a deterministic analysis of close fom cracks given 

in the following section- 

2.5 Analysis of Smafl Cracks at Diflerent Locations 

The large open cracks of Kendall's mode1 are rarely found in ice fields. Instead, 

small cracks have a high probability to exist. With a favorable location and orientation, 

these cracks may propagate and result in discrete ice pieces spalling off 



Figure 2. 17 Results of Monte Carlo SimuIatiotts 

In the following, we shall investigate these cracks at different locations in an ice 

sheet of two meten thickmss loaded by an indentor at its end (set Figure 2.1 8). The in- 

dentor force is assumed to have a parabolie distribution following a darnage anaiysis by 

Xiao and Jordaan (199 1). The interaction rate considered here is high enough that dam- 

age to the ice ody accun near the interfiace and the response of the rest of the ice sheet is 

assumed elastic. 

The stress disrribution in the ice sheet has b m  analyzed. A tensile zone has been 

found near the center of the ice sheet (see Figure 2.18). The direction of the tensile stress 

is mainly perpendicular to the ice sheet. This suggests that the cracks parallel (or close to 

pardlel) to the ice sheet are more likely to propagate. Cracks with other orientations may 



be subjected to compressive stress and are more difficult to gow. The shear stress parai- 

le1 io the crack plane will aiso cause the crack to propagate. Zones of nich shear stress 

parailel to the ice sheet are identified and are plotted in Figure 2.18. 

Crack at thne different locatio~ are investigated. The cracks are assumed to be 

parallel to the ice sheet for simplicity. Cracks of dinerent orientations can be considered 

later. Cracks at location 1 are mainly subjected to shear stress. cracks at location 2 may 

cause mixed mode ûacture and cracks at location 3 witl cause tende fi-acture. Values of 

strain energy release rate have been evaluated for different crack lengths and are plotted in 

Figure 2.19. The result shows that G increases with crack length. Gr and GIK are critical 

strain energy rates for tensile and shear crack modes respectively, which are denved nom 

KI and Ku discussed in Figure 2.3. G1~eo.6 GIC is used in this study. A mixed mode crack 

will propagate with the value of G between GK and Grlc depending on the ratio of tensile 

and shear stress interuity factors as dixussed earlier. While Figure 2.19 shows that the 

mixed mode crack at location 2 has the highea G value, it also shows that cracks at al1 

locations can propagate for very smali crack lengths. Suggested crack trajectones 

foilowing Conrad (1 976) are also plotted in Figure 2.1 8. Cracks at location 1 and 2 may 

result in discrete ice pieces spailing OE Cracks at location 3 d l  cause splitting of the ice 

feature. Such a splitting has been reponed by K m  et ai. (1990). It is aiso noted that 

depending on the location of the crack, the size of the spalled piece is different; subse- 

quently, the size of cntical zones (remaining contact areas) is dm different. Since 
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Figure 2. 18 Tende Stress Zone and Shear mess Zones 

the location, sizes and orientations of flaws in nature are random, the trajeaories of frac- 

cure propagation are also random. This l a d s  to the faa that locations. sizes and intensi- 

ties of localized high pressure zones are also random. 

The preceding example demonstrates how a spail cm be initiated &om a tlaw in an 

ice sheet. The spaü intensifies the pressure in the remaining contact area. The intensified 

pressure will form a larger shear zone, hence causing subsequent spalling. In the mean 

the, in the reduced contact area, ice is subjected to highly localized pressure and severe 

darnage. Some basics of ice damage mechanics are described in the next section. 

2.6 [ce Damage 

As spding occurs. the remaining contact a r a  is reduced. This will cause the high 

stress concentration and severe ice damage. Darnage mechanics may offer the insight look 

at the failure process and a method to estimate of the forces on the structure. 



Most of the early work on damage mechanics was bascd on the idea that the dam- 

age to a structure can be measured by a scalar factor. which equals either the ratio of the 

Figure 2. 19 G Values of D~fjierent Crack Let~gths 

area of voids to the whole cross section. or a finaion of the density of microcracks and 

voids which would pennanently S e c t  either the elastic modulus or shear modules. The 

importance of this kind of mode1 is the establishment of a rational damage law which de- 

fines the rate of damage accumulation in tenns of cumnt values of state variables and 

interna1 variables. 



Damage mechanics bas k e n  applied to ice by Iordaan and M c K e ~ a  (19881, 

McKenna et al. (1989), Karr and Choi (1989) and others. An isotropic damage mode1 

with a single scalar darnage parameter has been developed. by Jordaan and McKenna 

(1988) based on rate theocy, and has the fonn: 

where oc is the threshold stress, ai is a unit stress, ni is a constant and is a reference 

rate. The darnage, DN, due to microcracking is defined in the fonn: 

where a is the radius of crack 

It should be noted here that it is not appropnate to use crack density as the only 

masure for the damage. For example, in the cases of crushed ice in the critical zones, the 

crystal structure of intact ice has been broken down to fine grains. Under hi@ confining 

pressure, the crushed ice may be sintered into a solid but microstnicturally modified ice 

rnass due to pressure melting or reaystallization. 

The approach taken by Schapery (198 1.199 1) offers a rigorous solution to a class 

of problems involving cracking and damaging viscoelastic materialo. It includes a proper 

treatment of energy flwc into the crack tip zone, a thin layer of damage material in the re- 



region of the crack tip, and darnage in the parent material. The damage measure given by 

Schapery is : 

where q is a constant and S is the darnage parameter. 

From experiment, especially compressive creep tests, it has been found that the 

presence of cracks and damage significantly enhances the creep main. The creep strain of 

damaged ice is 5 to 10 times that of intact ice. An exponential factor for creep strain rate 

was introduced to capture the behavior for both low and high crack densities, which h a  

the fom: exp(BS)). where B is a damage enhancement parameter. 

2.7 Fracture and Damage Interplay in Ice-Structure Interaction 

As we descrïbed in section 2.1, failure of ice during the ice-structure interaction is 

characterized by fiacture and damage process. The fracture usually causes pieces of ice 

spalling off and the reduaion of the contact area. Extensive damage of ice takes place in 

the reduced area and results in the reduction of the total indentation force. This interplay 

process plays a key role in the appearing and disappearing of critical zones. Following we 

illustrate this process by a numerical example given in Jordaan, Xiao and Zou (1993). 

In r gare 2.20 (A), an ice sheet 2 m thick is loaded by a @id indentor at its end at 

a rate of 100 Mnls. For illustrative purpose, two flaws are assumed to exîst in the ice 

sheet at the locations show in Figure 2.20 (A). The propagation of these two cracks are 



modeiled by applying maximum SERR principle and by using finite element package 

ABAQUS. The propagation of the ccneks wentually causes spalls at instant B shown in 

Figure 2-20 (B). The spd1s result in the reduction of contact area and pressure redistribu- 

tion. Figures 2.20 (B) to (F) show the pressure redistribution process within remaining 

contact area. ïhe pressure in the remaining area is very high initiaily, and the distribution 

quickly changes fiom a reversed parabolic to a parabolic shape. The amplitude of the 
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Figure 2. 20 Schematic IIfustration of Pressure Vuriatio~~ During the It~reracrion Process 
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Figure 2. 2 1 Effecci of SpLF on TotaI Force 

pressure decreases as the indentation proceeds. The decrease is caused by the darnage of 

the ice near the ice-indentor interface. The pressure will eventuaily decrease to a very 

small value when the ice is completely darnaged and extrudecl. The whole process corre- 

sponds to the formation and disappearance of a critical zone. Figure 2.21 shows the force 

-tirne curve; the peak obtained and subsequent dedine in load results fiom the damage 

process in ice. The peak load in Figure 2-21 should be contrasted with the value about 40 

MN that occurs in the absence of spalling. 



Ice-structure interaction was anaiyzed in terms of ice fracture and ice darnage 

processes. The fiacnire causes pieces of ice spalling off and formation of localized high 

pressure regions (cntical zones). In these regions ice is nibjected to sever damage and 

results in the dedine of total indentation force. Criticd zones are key elements in esti- 

mation of local ice pressure and fkacture trajectory govems the sizes, locations and inten- 

sities of these zones. 

TWO beam models for fiacture, nameiy Kendall's double cantilever beam and the 

model of Hutchinson and Suo, were analyzed. Both models are limited to the case of long 

open cracks. The model of Hutchinson and Suo provides a better alternative which aiso 

considers the compressive cornponent of strain energy and can be used for mixed mode 

fracture. This model was subsequentiy used in anaiyang the fi -:turc strength of an ice 

sheet with an open crack. Monte Car10 simulations were carried out, in which factors 

such the location of the crack and the load configuration were chosen randomly. Results 

show that uncertainties in these factors cause signifiant variations in fracture strength. 

Initial andysis of small closed cracks at three different locations shows that shear 

cracks and mixed mode cracks are the like1y candidates for spall development. The loca- 

tion and the orientation of the crack dictate the trajectoq of crack propagation hence also 

goven the size and location of critical zones. Because of the randomness of flaws in na- 

ture, the critical zones are also random. A probabilistic approach to these cntical zones 

and ice loads is necessary, which is investigated in the next chapter- 



Chapter 3 

Probabilistic Analysis of Ice Loads 

As discussed in Chapter 2, ice-structure interaction is characterizci by spdls and 

critical zones as the result of fiacture and damage process. This affects three distinct re- 

gions of pressure in a design area îhe  first region is the criticai zone where intense locd 

pressures and pressure gradients exist. These are caused by the spails and may also be 

attributed to the forced extrusion of damaged ice in a very narrow layer between solid ice 

and the structure. Measurements in the medium scale indentation tests (Frederking et ai.. 

1990) and in ship trials (GIen and Blount 1984) indicate that the pressure in this region 

may reach up to 70 MPa over a fairiy small area. In the second region, lower pressures 

are present. This region may be likened to an area of "background pressure". Such pres- 

sure is associated with the ejection of granular ice in wide spaces and is rnuch lower than 

those in criticai zones. The third region is one in which pressure is approximated by zero. 

This region is associated with areas of spalls where ice is no longer in contact with the 

structure. These three regions are shown schematically in Figure 3.1. Among the t h m  

regions, the critical zones are most important in estimating the ire Ioads and are the key 

elements in the approach presented in this chapter. 
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Figure 3. 1 Schemutic Viov of Three Regions of Pressure within a Design Window. 

Figure 3.2 shows pressure measurements taken onboard CCGS Louis St Laurent 

during a rarnming test (Blount et al., 1981). Each frame in the figure represents the pres- 

sure distniution on the instrumented pane[ at a point in time. The transducer marked with 

the dark color is the one with the maximum pressure while the ones marked by light color 

are active transducers. Indicateû at the lower nght corner of each h m e  is the value of the 

maximum pressure. The maximum pressure during the ram reached 5 1 MPa The shaded 

areas in the figure approximate the critical zones. As indicated in the figure, these critical 

zones appear to be random, move Born place to place, and change in intensity and 
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size. This randocmess of cntical zones can be atvibuted io the probabilistic nature of 

fiacture, which is associated with the randomness of flaws in ice. 

Iohnston (1993) perfonned an extensive analysis on criticai zones based on several 

sets of test data including the medium %aie indentation tests conducted at Hobson's 

Choice Ice Island (Frederking a al.. 1990), the ship trials of the Louis St. Laurem (Blount 

et al., 1981), the CanMar Kigoriak @orne Petroleum Itd., 1982) and an ice event experi- 

enced by the offshore structure "Moliqpak" (Jefferies, 1988). Fundamental propenies of 

criticai zones such as average size, total force within the zone and spatial density were 

quantified. The author found that critical zones, which are of the order of 0.1 m2, and that 

the forces range from 0.1 to 4 MN. The author also found that the best data set for the 

analysis of the critical zones is the ship triai data of Louis St. Laurent. For other data sets, 

the area that a pressure sensor represents is of the same order of magnitude as that of a 

critical zone and in some cases more than one critical zone may exist on a single sensor- 

Jordaan , Xiao and Zou, (1993) proposed a probabilistic treatment of critical zones 

in estimating the local ice loads. In this approach, the load on a design a r a  is applied 

through a random number of cntical zones. each with a random force. The number of 

critical zones was suggested to be modelled as a birth and death process and the critical 

zonai force was suggested as gamma distributed. Funher work was perfonned by John- 

ston (1993) by treating the Ioad as a compound Poisson process in which the number of 

criticai zones was modeled by a Poisson process and the zonai force was modeled by a 



gamma distribution- Monte Carlo simulations were performed to simulate this process. 

The approach was applied to the analysis of the trial data of Louis St. Laurent. Discrep 

ancies were found between meanireci and simulated results, in part because of the Iimited 

number of simulations. A similar approach, treating the critical zones as a compound 

Poisson process, was proposeci by Kujala (1994) but no application was given in the work. 

The pnsent approach is based on the works of Jordaan. Xiao and Zou, (1993) and 

Johnson (1993). Fust, a statistical analysis on critical zones is carried out based on the 

ship trial data of Louis St Laurent. Due to the limitations in size of the instrumenteci panel 

and the spatial resolution of the pressure senson, difficulties exist in interpreting the 

measured data. For example. for thow sensors located near the border of the instru- 

mented panel, the meaairement may present ody a portion of a critical zone which extend 

beyond the border. To explore the unceflainty in this, different assurnptions are made in 

the anaiysis. Probabiliaic formulations of criticai zones in two scenarios are proposed, 

and the corresponding probability distributions of the pressure on the design uea are de- 

rived using a Monte Carlo simulation scheme. 

Once the probability distribution of the pressure is denved, extrema1 statistics are 

used to estimate the extreme value of ice load which a structure is likely to experience. 

The key issue in extremai analysis is exposure. Exposure defines the extent that the 

structure of ship may experience ice hazards. For instance, an arctic vesse1 may experi- 

ence thousands of impacts by multiyear ice during one year, whereas a ship in the offshore 



offshore Newfoundland water may encounter an iceberg impact once a year. The extreme 

pressure for the first would be much greater than the latter. 

The probabilistic formulation of criticai zones, together with the extremal analysis 

accounting for different exposure, yields an aigorithm for the estimation of the design ice 

load. 

Before proceeùing with our approach, we r&ew of the nindamentais of extremal 

analysis and the previous experience in statistical anaiysis of ice loads. 

For the purpose of fonnulating a design code for a certain standard, one needs to 

know the largest probable environmental load which a structure rnay encounter. Extreme 

value statistical analysis has been developed for this purpose. An extreme value is defined 

as the largest value of a random quantity expected to occur in a certain number of 

observations or in a certain penod of tirne, Le. a retum penod. For ice loads, this could be 

the maximum ice load during an ice navigation Kason or the "one hundred year load" for 

an iceberg coUision In the following, the extreme value of a general natural phenomena is 

examined. 

The random nature of a phenornenon cm be characterked by a probability density 

tiinction of one (or more) random quantities, X, which descnbe the intensity of the 

event. For example, an ice ramming event can be described by the ice load and the dura- 

tion of the interaction. The pdf: fdx). is essentially valid for a specific site at any point in 



in time. and kequently a considerable amount of pnor andysis is required in order to 

derivefx. The distribution, I;i. is usually callad the parent distribution. 

During a design iiietirne, the structure may experïences a nurnber n of consmitive 

events. For instance, a ship in the arctic region rnay experience hundreds of rnultiyear 

impacts each year; a ship in the offshore Newfoundland waters may encounter an iceberg 

impact every othet year. In each case, we need to analyre the maximum 2. among a 

number n of nndom quantities X: 

According to order statistics, and assuming that X,  (i = i. ...n), are independent and have 

identical pdf, we can derive the probability distribution of Z nom the parent distribution 

where FZ(z) and F ~ x )  are cumulative distribution fûnctions (cdn of Z and X; respectively. 

The distribution F d i  is called an extrema1 distribution and it is valid for a specified 

number of events or a period of time. 

As shown by Maes (1 985). this procedure cm be extended to cases where X (i = 

1. ... n), are not independent and do not have identical densities. If n is also random, the 

cdf of the extreme vdue Z can be describeci as: 



wherep3{n) is the probability of the number of event, n. I f  n follows a Poisson process, FZ 

can be expressed as: 

where Rt is the expected number of  events. 

If the parent distribution describing the naturai phenomenon is known, the extreme 

value can be evaluated exactly by applying ordet natinics. Unfortunateiy, the parent 

distribution is uniaiiy difficult to obtain. In this case, one has to use an approximate 

rnethod or an asymptotic fomtulation. 

A very popular asymptotic formulation is the double exponential distribution with 

the form: 

F, (2) = exp(- exp(-(z - 4, ) I a)) (3 - 5 )  

where Fz is the cumulative distribution- a and are the dispersion and characteristic 

largest value respectively and can be obtained fiorn: 



where mz and s are the mean and standard derivation of the emreme value, respeaively. 

The double exponential distribution is also called Gumbel I distribution or the Fisher- 

f ippett distribution. 

Another approximation to the extrema1 problem is the parent distribution with an 

exponential tail. Consider the tail of an arbitrary unbounded pdf,Jjc). in Figure 3.3. The 

shaded a r a  under the tail is equal to i-I;:\{x). and it decreases with increasing x. At the 

same time, however, Ju(x) decreases. It can be show that the shaded area under the tail 

(called the probability of exceedance) has an exponential distribution for moa of the dis- 

tributions used in engineering practice, with the following fonn: 

The distribution with an exponential tail is useful in cases when we are only inter- 

ested in the region which has a small probability of exceedance. This type of distribution 

is used in a number of places in this chapter. 

Figure 3. 3 Tne Taif of u Distribution 



3.3.1 Overview 

According to current literature, Kheysin (1973% b) was the first to use a probabil- 

istic approach to ice loads on ships. He used a Poisson distribution for the number of im- 

pacts in an arbitrary interval of time, based on measurements by Likhomanov (1973). 

Maes et al., (1984) performed a study on probabilistic methods for fked structure in ice 

and the methodology has been reviewed by Nessim et al., (1987). Nessim and Iordaan 

(199 1), and Blanchet (1990). Daiey and his CO-workers formulated the ASPEN mode1 

over several years and this culminateci in the publication by Daley et al. (1991). Kujala 

(1991) used the results of probabilistic methods to onidy the d e t y  of ships in the Baitic 

Sea with respect to ice induced loads. Jordaan et al. (1993a) presented a probabilistic ap- 

proach to the local ice pressure based on test data of ship ramming trials. This approach 

provided a famework for the treatment of extrema1 values and exposure for the present 

study. The approach is described in the following section. 

3.3.2 An Approach Based on Data of Ship Ramming Trials 

This section describes a probabilistic analysis of local ice pressure by Jordaan et al.. 

(1993a). Two main data sets for ship-ice interaction are used, the USCGC Polar Sea 

@dey et al., 1986) and the MV CanMar Kigoriak (Dome Petroleum Ltd., 1982). The 

pressure data fiom the Polar Sea were collected during an Apnl 1983 deployment of the 

vesse1 in the North Chukchi Sea. This data set consists of 5 13 impacts with multiyear and 



heavy first-year ice features recorded on an instrumented panel of 9.1 rn2 located in the 

bow of the ship. This panei was subdivided into 60 nibpaneis of 0.15 16 m2. For each 

collision, the highest pressun on a single subpanel was recorded (Appendix A of Daley et 

al., 1986). The data were ranked in descending order. The probability of exceedance, P, 

was cdcuiateâ, where P, = i/(n+l). i is the rank and n is the number of data points. The 

pressure data are plotted against the log of P. in Figure 3.4. Since there are 60 instni- 

mented panels exposeci, the maximum reflects to a 60n exposure of a panel. Figure 3 -4 

also shows the data re-plotted. adjusted for the reality of this exposure. The result is a 

vertical shifk of the best fit line giving a lower probability per panel. The data are char- 

acterized by an exponential tail discussed earlier. 

The pressure data fiom the Kigoriak were collected during August and October, 

198 1 deployments of the vessel. The August tests were conducted primarily in thick first- 

year ice and second-year ice while the October tests were conducted in multi-year ice. 

During these tests. 397 rams were recorded and the loads on two instrumented areas A I  

(1.25 m2) and A 2  (6.00 m2) were measured. The two data sets were combineci and the 

panel pressures ranked in descending order for each a m  The probability of exceedance 

was calculateci as before, where n is the numbet of rams producing pressure greater than 

zero on the instrumented panels. There were 120 such rams for A2 and 18 1 for Al. 

For most practical cases, the tail of a distribution can be represented by the expo- 

nential distribution &en in Equation (3 -8). Anaiysis of plots similar to Figure 3 -4 for 

various data sets shows that the parameter a in Equation (3.8) is a function of the fixed 
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area and xo < 0.2 MPa A tentative curve of a for use in design was presented, (see Figure 

3 S), given by: 

where a is the area in d. The results are supponed by the more detailed analyses of Maes 

and Hermans (1 99 1) and Brown (1993). 

One important factor in denving the extreme ice loads is the occurrence rate of  

impacts. The analysis has been performed on the basis of the total number of rams per 

year. Each rarn could also have two possible outcornes namely "hits" and "misses". Here 

we will take a single panel in a fixed location. Those rams or interactions for which 
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no contact with the panel is made are omitted, only "hits" are included. In considering n 

events in future interactions, let r be the proponion of hits, we then need to consider only 

the number of "hits": 

where m is the number of hits, or in the case where m and n are random (noted as M and 

N), 

where p and y are the expected number of events with hits and the expected number of 

events, respectively, per unit time. 



I f  eqwtion (3 -8) applies, then the disuibution of the maximum of Z can be ob- 

tained b w d  on Equation 3 -2 as: 

F, ( z )  = (1 - exp(-(r - x,, ) / a))" (3.12) 

ifthe number ofevents is fixed and large, Equation (3.12) can be approximated by: 

where x, = a(ln n + ln r ) .  

I f  M is binomindly distributed, with m trials per time interval, and the probability 

of an event per trial is given byp. then: 

and Equauon (3 -8) provides possible distributions for &. 

In the case of a Poisson process, subaituting Equation (3.8) into (3.4) yieids 

I;, ( z )  = exp (- exp[-(z - x, - x, )] } (3.15) 

where x, = son y + ln r) and y is the expected number of impacts. Note that Equations 

(3.13) and (3.15) have the same format except that n is a fixed large number and y is an 

expected value. 

As an example application. we consider a design ana of 1.25 m2, with a = 1.07 

MPa, xo = O MPa and r = 0.46. The resulting probability distributions for pressure are 



show in Figure 3.6 for various exposures. For small p, a "spike" of probabiiity, of value 

e - p  = e-v appears at the origin. 

A design value can be chosen fiom Figure 3 -6. If we choose a value =. corre- 

sponding to a given exceedance probability, [I-Fz(=3]. then 

The value at 1% exceedance, the "100-year load is 

Note here that when xo is small, it does not affect the vaiue of; significantly. 

3.4 Statistical A nalyss of Critical Zones 

3.4.1 Definition of the Problem 

To detennine a design ice load, we need to know the total force on the design 

area. This force can be approximated by contributions frorn a number of critical zonal 

forces superimposed on a background pressure. As noted in Figure 3.1, a critical zone 

may be located on the border of the design window, with only a portion of the zonal force 

acting on the design area. To account for this uncenainty, we divide the critical zones into 

two groups, those nilly located within the design window and those partially located inside 

the window. Two approaches are proposeci to model these critical zones. In opprmch A, 

we wume that al1 critical zones are located within the design area. This is schematicaUy 

illustrated in Figure 3.7  (a). In apprwch B, we consider the critical zones 
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Figure 3. 6 Probability density of extreme pressure (Jor&an et ai.. 1993a) 

which are located within the window and those on the border separately. For critical 

zones on the border, the proportion of the rond force inside the window is considered 

when calculating the total force on the design area. This is  illustrated in Figure 3.7@). 

Parameters of criticai zones are calibrated based on the analysis of ship ramming data of 

Louis St, Laurent. 

3.4.2 Analysis of Ship Trial Data of Louis St. Laurent 

In November 1980 the Canadian Coast Guard conducted impact tests on multiyear 

ice with CCGS Louis St. Laurent. These tests were the first direct measurements of ice 



Figure 3. 7 Schernatic IIIusttafÏon of Contact Area. Crificd Zones and Design Widnvs  

pressure in the high arctic @dey and Riska, 1990). The principal objective of the 1980 

trials was to masure the pressure generated in the impact zone between the ship and ice. 

For this purpose, an array of 25 pressure sensors and 12 strain gauges were instailed in the 

bow thnister compamnent. The location of the pressure sensors are illustrateci in Figure 

3 -8. Dunng the ramming tests, five pressure senson were inactive reducing the contact 

height of the ice sheet to 1.38 meters and the 'active window' to 1.62 m2. Note that, due 

to the limit in spatial resolution of pressure sensors, the "effective instrumented area" 

could be srnaller (1.25 m2) as indicated in Figure 3.8. The pressure distribution on the 

instrumented panel was plotted at various points in time and the critical zones were ap- 

proximated in a way similar to Figure 3.2. Because the spatial resolution of the pressure 

sensors is limited, care is needed in determining the zona1 ana and force. For instance. ice 

forces may exist between sensors L6, L9 and L10; L33 and L34 which were not measured. 

In addition, the pressure measured by senson on the border of the 'active window' may 

extend beyond the border. To consider the uncertainties due to the limit in sue of 
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the inarumenteci panei and spatial resolution of the pressure sensors, we made two as- 

sumptions: first, each sensor on the panel represents an area of 0.0472 m'. Ice forces be- 

yond this area (Le. the gap betwem senson L6 and L9) is negligibte. We refer this as us- 

sumption A. Awmption A is consistent with the analysis by Johnston (1993) and Blount 

et al., (198 1). Second, each sensor represents a 'weighted ara'  as show in Figure 3.8 by 

rectangular solid lines. For those sensors located near the edge of the instnimented win- 

dow, the weighted areas extend beyond the border. Accordingly, critical zones measured 

by thex transducen are located on the border of the window. We refer this as arnrmp 

lion B. in both cases, the pressure measured on a sensor represents the unifonn pressure 

on the designated area. Figure 3.9 illustrates how the pressure distribution is approxi- 

mated. As s h o w  asnrmptlon A considers only the area within the window. while as- 

sumption B accounts for the area beyond the boundaq. In the figure, the shaded areas are 

active. Adjacent loaded areas are considemi as one criticai zone. In each case, the num- 

ber of critical zones are counted and the zonal force is approximated as: 

where Fis the zonal force, n is the number of active pressure senson in the zone and p, is 

the pressure on ith sensor. A, is the area that the ith sensor represents. In assurnptim A, 

4 = 0.0472 in2 for al1 sensors, for am~rnption B, A, is listed in Table 3.1. Note that areas 

assigned to senson L6, L 10, L 1 1, L 15, L 16, and L23 are obtained under the assumption 
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that the weighted area extend beyond the boundary for an additional area of 0.0473 m2. 

This assumption is not accurate and is only for the purpose of cornparison. 

Controlled impact tests were conducted on November 12 and 13, 198 1 with large 

multi-year floes off Bylot Island. These impacts consisted of backing and ramrning into a 

selected portion of a multi year floe with the starboard side of the ship. The target area on 

the ship was the instmmented hull in the starboard bow thnister cornpartment. Control of 

the impact was difficult because of high winds and the need to avoid damage to propellers. 

Initial analysis of the data by Blount et al. (198 1) shows that only twenty impacts 

are significant enough for Nrther analysis. These impacts had a 'clean' impact on or close 

to the instrumented area. 'Of 20 impact cases identified, one, case 10, while indicating 

strains, showed no response on the pressure transducen'. This reduced the number of 

cases ta 19. 

Iohnnon (1993) selected 9 w e s  which 'demonstrated well defined impact to the 

panel of pressure transducers' with crushing accompanying the interaction. In fact, a 

'good impact' as defined by Blount et al. (198 1) corresponds to these cases. A 'good im- 

pact' is detennined thrai& the visual record as one which ' hits al1 instrumented panels 

simultaneously or Born &ont to rear. with ice-crushing present'. Impacts not included in 

the 'good' category are those which had 'no definite visual impact'. 'with the broken ice 

passing the panel of pressure transducen' , with 'no ice-crushing present' , in which 'the 

ice sheet probably impacted fore or aft of the panel of pressure transducers'. 



It was noticed by Johnston (1993) and by the author of the present snidy that sorne 

of the 'poor' impacts produced significant pressure on the panel. Therefore al1 19 cases 

have been included in the analysis of the critical zones. since they provide a complete data 

base for different impact scenarïos. This does not imply that the previous analysis by 

Johnson (1993) based on 9 cases is invalid, but case must be taken in appIying the results. 

The results should be modified such that the effect of exposure is considered. The results 

of khnston (1993) are based on 9 'good impacts' out of 19 cases, therefore, when ap- 

plying the nsults, a proportion of 9/19 should be considered. 

In estimating ice loads, we are interested in the peak value of the pressure. Figure 

3.10 shows the time traces of pressure nom active transducen. 'Time slices' which corre- 

spond to pressure peaks (points A to 1 in the figure) are chosen for anaiysis. At each time 

slice, a pressure distribution similar to that in Figure 3.9 is constructed and the c"tica1 

zones are approxîmated. A total number of 266 time slices are selected and the results are 

presented in terms of zonai area. spatial density and zond force of critical zones. The 

tonal area and spatial density are presented in Table 3.2. The number of time slices used 

in each r m  is also counted and the mean vaiue is giwn in Table 3.2. Note that the spatial 

density of the critical zones is derived from the am of the "active instmmented window" 

show in Figure 3.8. The dcnsities correspond to the "effective instrumented area" were 

also given in the table for cornparison- 



Table 3. 2 Mean r d  Area md the Spila1 Densiiy 

within the window 1 on the border 

Spatial M t y  p 

Spatial Density p4 

. 1 

1 mean number of time slices used in analysis for each ram: 9 1 

1 
O. 8927 zondm2 1 0.6183 zone& 

Mean of Zonai Area 

! 1 
(Note: p' corresponds to the "effective instrurnented area" of 1-25 m2) 

l 

O- 1674 zonedm 

1-16 zones& 

The tonal forces are ranked in descending order and the probability of exceedance 

0.0809 m2 

is calculated according to P, = V(i+l). where i is the rank and n is the number of the time 

0.80 zone& 
1 

0.136 m2 

slice. The results of both approaches are presented in Figure 3.1 1. 

1 

The lines fitted to the data indicate that the distributions of the zonal force can be 

weli represented by an exponential distribution as given by Equation (3.8). The pararne- 

ters fitted to Equation (3 -8) are listed in Table 3 -3, where y = 1 / a . Notice that xo is very 

small and the distribution can be approximated by the following equation: 

= ie-" 

Table 3. 3 Parameters of erponentiai distribution of critzcaI t d  force 
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Figure 3. 11 Probcibiity of Criticai Zona1 Force 

Compared with the results of Johnston (1993). the spatial density of critical zones 

from assumption A is higher while the mean area and the force of critical zones are lower. 

This is because, in the approach of Johnston (1993). critical zones with zonal pressure of 2 

MPa were considered as background pressure and were not included in the anaiysis. The 

present analysis included al1 the cases. As a result. the present anaiysis included more 

"small critical zones" which have lower values of zonal a r a  and zonal forces. 



3.4.3 The Pmbabilistic Mode1 

Appmucb A: in this case aii the criticai zones are located within the design area. We as- 

sume that the total force on the area is acted through a number of cntical zones, w h  with 

& / 
,,' design uci 

Figure 3. 12 Schematic Yiov ofA Design with nie criticai Zones 

a random force (see Figure 3.12). Background pressure is assumed small here and cm be 

treated separately elsewhere. 

We approxhate the critical zonal force in gened by a Gamma distribution: 

where p is the scale panuneter and vgovems the shape of the distribution, 

where E m  and Vw(a are the mean and variance of the zonal force, respectively. 

îhe  total load on a design area. Y, is the sum of the critical zond forces: 



where n is the number of critical zones- 

if the number of criticai zones, R, is fixed, the total load Y has a density -ion 

similar to that Qiven by Equation (3.20). îhus 

The mean and variance are given as: 

E(Y) = m m  * 

where BI and VI are defined as in Equations (3.21 and 3.22). 

Assurning that the number of critical zones n is proportional to the design ara: 

t t = p a ,  (3.27) 

where p and a are the spatial density of critical zones and the design area, respectively. 

The design pressure on the ana is aiso a Gamma distribution. With a change of scde. the 

rnean and the variance can be denved as: 

E(P) = p a x )  3 



Note that the mean pressure does not change with respect to the design area and 

the variance decreases whm the design area increases. 

If the number of critical zones is random and Collows a Poisson procw. the ice 

pressure follows a compound Poisson process with mean and standard deviation (Ochi, 

1990): 

If the criticai zona1 force follows an exponential distribution (a special case of 

Gamma distribution with v = 1 in Equation (3.20)), and the zona1 force has mean and 

variance given by: 

equations (3 -30) and (3.3 1) becorne: 

Appmach B: in this case, some critical zones are partially located within the design area, 

and the total force is: 



Figure 3. 13 MdIIing of C n t i d  Z o d  Forces 

where Y is the total force, ni and d are number of critical zones within the area and on the 

border, respectively. xi and 2 are ranàom forces and 6 is the proportion of a zonal force 

within the design area. 6 may be random. Tentatively. a value of 0.5 is used for S in the 

present analysin This is consistent with the calibration of the spatial density of the zones 

on the border. The above approach is schematicaily illustrated in Figure 3.13. The 

probabiiity distribution of ice pressure due to the zones within the area and on the border 

can be denved respectively in a way similar to that used in upprmch A. Assuming that 

both numbers for the criticai zona located within the design area and on the border folbw 

Poisson processes and the zonal forces follow exponentiai distributions, and assuming that 

the proportion of the zonal forces inside the design ana is 0.5 for those criticai zones on 

the border, the mean and variance of the pressure c m  be derived as follows: 



where y is the parameter of the exponential distribution of the zonai force, pr and pf are 

the spatial density of criticai zones within the border and on the border respctivety and a 

is the design a r a  

3.4.4 Monte Carlo Simulation of Critical Zones 

If the number of critical zones in a desÏgn window follows a Poisson process, the 

probability distribution of ice pressure cm be derived using a Monte Car10 simulation 

scheme describeci below. 

F m  we simulate the scenario of upprmch A (Figure 3.12). For a given design 

area, the probabïiïty of the nurnber of cntical zones is calculated using: 

where n is the number of critical zones, p is the density of cntical zones, a is the design 

area. In each simulation, the number of criticai zones is selected randomiy nom the prob- 

ability distribution calculated from Equation (3 -3 9). For each critical zone, the zona1 force 

is selected randomiy âom the probability distribution h m  Equation (3.19). The total 

force on the design preo is then obtained by summing al1 zonai forces (Equation 3.23). 

The design pressure is the total force divided by the design area. A similar scheme is used 

for qprmch B, in which the number of critical zones in the design window and on the 

border are selMeci randomly, and the total force is caiculated using Equation (3.36). The 

length of the border is assumea as (dl -s ) '~ ,  where u is the design area. 



Simuiations using the schemes described above are carried out for design =cas 

ranging fiom 0.4 to 6 m2. For each design area, a number o f  10000 simulations are c M i d  

out and the nsults of the pressure are ranked. Figures 3.14 and 15 show the probability of 

exceedance of ice pressure on an design atea of 0.8 m2 fiom uppruuches A and B 

respectively. The t h  of these distributions can be well represented by an expotsentiai 

distribution. By fitting the tails to the exponentid distribution dcscribcd in Equation (3.8), 

parameters a and xo for different design areas are obtained and presented in Figures 3.16 

and 3.17. Also plotted in Figure 3.16 is the design cuwe proposed by Iordaan et al. 

(1993a). As indicated in the figure, the r d t s  of the present models, opprwch A in par- 

ticular, agree well with the proposed design curw. Note that for design areas l e s  than 

0.59 m2, the design value for a becornes a constant while those fiom the present anaiysis 

continue to increase with the decrease of the design area. This is becaux the present 

analysis assumes that criticai zones are point loads, which is not accurate when the design 

area is vexy srnall. 

SimiIations using the densities of critical zones from the "effktive instrumentai 

area" have dpo bcm carrieci out and the results are inciuded in Figum 3.16 and 3.17. 

Note that there is no ngnificant change in result due to the change of density from active 

instnimented area to the eff'ective area. 

Results fkom Figures 3.14 to 3.17 suggest that the probabilistic distribution of local 

pressun can be approximated by an exponential distribution with parameters a and xo as 

given in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. Appropriate consideration of exposure is needed in 
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Figure 3. 15 Probabifity of Erceedonce of Local Pressure (Approach B) 
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applying the above results to a design problem. As mentioned previously. the above 

analysis is based on time slices conespondhg to peak pressures during a ram. ln choosing 

the design load, we are interested in the maximum pressure for a certain return period. To 

be consistent with the previous snaiysis on the ramming data of the Kigorialc and the Polar 

Sea by Iordaan et al., (1993a), we wiU use a ram as the base for our maximum pressure. 

ïhe probability distribution of the maximum pressure during a ram cm be derived f?om its 

parent distribution (pressure for each time slice) using the procedures described in Section 

3 -3. Assuming that the number of peak pressures for each ram follows a Poisson 

distribution with a mean number of 9 peak pressures per ram (set Table 3.2), the 

probability distribution of the maximum pressure per ram yields a similar form to that 

described in Equation (3.8) with a modification to xo: 

x,' = x, + a log(9) . 

Values of x,' are presented in Figure 3.18. 

Results presented in Figures 3.16 and 3.18 together with Equation (3.8) give the 

probaûility distribution of the maximum pressure per ram. In general, the results fiom 

appraach A. with the panuneters of cntical zones caiibrated frbm assumption B, are closer 

to the proposed design cuives, whereas apprwch B gives more conservative results. 

Note that the proposed design curve was derived mainly ftom the data set of the ramming 

trial of Kigoriak, in which the pressure was measured by shear gauges and forces near or 

on the edges of the insuumented panel were not picked. From the view point of structural 

response, forces near the edge (support) have little effect on stmctural 
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response compared with those near the rnidspan and therefore can be negiected. To be 

consistent with the previous anaiysis on Kigoriak by Iordaan et al. (1993a). we recom- 

mend to use qpprmch A in modeiling the critical zones. 

The design pressure corresponding to different rams can be rnodeled according to 

the extrernai anaiysis presented in Section 3.3. 

h their approach to the local ice loads, Jardaan et al., (1993a) indicate that the key 

issue in extremai analysis is the exposure. It is important to examine the extent to which 

the structure is exposed to a natural hazard. For a ship structure interacting with ice, the 

expomre includes the duration of interaction. the area of contact, the position on the ship 

and the number of rarns or the period of interactions. The present section investigates the 



effm of duration of the interaction. This is achieved by a cornparison between the ship 

ramming with multi-year ice in the Canadian Arctic and the icebreakhg in the Baltic Sea. 

ïhe effécts of contact area. position on the ship and the number of rams are diuxissed later 

in Chapter 6. 

The duration of the interaction is, in general, the Iength of an individuai event. 

Figure 3.19 illustrates the hvo extreme cases of durations. In the first case (Figure 3-19 

a), the duration of the impact rnay be a few seconds, whereas in the second case (Figure 

3.19 b) the interaction is continuous and may l a s  for a few days. In both cases, we are 

interesteci in finding the maximum load during the event. In the first case, the maximum 

Ioad, x,, is the maximum value arnong r, to x3, while in the second case the maximum 

Ioad, y, is the extreme value among y, to y,. The probability distribution for r, and 

y,, can be derived from their parent distributions (distributions ofx and y), respectively. 

Since y, is the extreme value fiom a larger number of random quanthies, its probability 

distnbution tends to be more peaked, with smailer variance. This is illustrated schemati- 

caily in Figure 3.19 (c). To funher investigate these two cases, we examine the probabil- 

istic characteristic of the ice ramming force for ships in the Canadian Arctic and the ice 

pressure on ships of the Baltic. An ice ram in the Arctic usually lasts a few seconds and is 

represented by the first case in Figure 3.19. The probability distribution of the maximum 

pressure per ram is analyreci in Section 3.3. The icebreaking for a ship in the Baltic sea 

might last a few days. For instance, a trip for an ice tanker from Baitic Proper to the 

Bothnia Bay takes two days. The probabilistic distribution of the maximum icebreaking 

pressure per trip is analyzed in the next subsection. 
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3.5.1 Statistics of Ice Loads in The Baltic 

The statistical nature of ice loads on the ship hulls in the Baltic has been studied by 

a number of researchers, including Varsta (1983) and Kujala (1991, 1994). This analysis 

uses the results of an approach by Kujaia (1991). The approach was based on the fuli- 

scde empirical data Gumbel 1 distribution was used to fit the daily maximum ice force 

measured during one winter in various sea areas. The parameters of the asymptotic 

distribution are assumed to be related to the winter maximum ice thickness, dm taking 

into account the equivalent thickness of ndges. Baxd on this relationship, the Iife time 

load characteristics are evaluated on the basis of the published data of maximum ice 

thickness during a long tirne period. The approach was applied to the chernical tanker 

MIS KEMIRA of ice class 1 '  Super. The most probable extreme forces for the bow 

fhne as a ninction of retum period were presented in Figure 14 of the original paper. and 

are shown here in Figure 3.20. 

In order to compare the icebreaking data with those of the Canadian arctic ships, 

conversion of the probability dinn'bution to the sarne format (Le. the pdf of yearly 6 

m m )  is needed. We begin this by examinhg the r e m  period 7: curve for the Bothnia 

Bay. The curve can be represented by the following: 

where 
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Figure 3. 20 me rnost pro&a& le extrenre loadr obtained as a fmction of days in ice in 

various sea are4 for the bowfnme (FFIU) (Rom Kujula, 1991. Figure 14) 

and TO represents the unit time for measured maximum load a half day (0.5) was used in 

Kujala (199 1). In Equation (3.41) u is a characteristic largest value and c is an inverse 

measure of the dispersion of the measured -ma In the present analysis, c and u are 

caiibrated based on the curves presented in Figure 3.20. Choosing two poims on the 

curve, (T=lOOO, y,,=660) and (T=I. y.=lO5), substituting them in to Equation (3.40) 

with manipulations yields: 



In the following, we transfocm the distribution of maximum force y,. (Equation 

(3.4 1). into the distribution for the maximum local pressure r. . Assuming that ice and ship 

hull contact through a continual ice k l t  of a height h (0.3 rn was used in Kujda, 1991), 

the local pressure can be expressed in terms of the maximum force: 

where s = 0.3% is the fhne spacing and the constant 1000 converts pressure unit Wa to 

MPa Note that the local pressure descnbed above is the design pressure, which is differ- 

ent from the pressure measured in criticai zones. The latter is much higher and is confined 

to much smaiier area. Substiniting Equation (3 -44) into Equation (3 -41) with manipula- 

tion yields: 

w here 

Equation (3.45) gives the maximum local ice pressure on a half day basis. Assuming that 

the ship travels in the Bothnia Bay for a number of n unit times (half days) in a year, the 

yearly maximum pressure can be then derived, according to the extrema1 theory, as: 



G(z) = F(r)" = exp(- exp(-(z - r, - ri) / a)) (3 -48) 

when G o  is the cdf of z and z is the yearly maximum pressure and x, = a log@). 

3.5.2 Cornparison of the Different Duration of Interactions 

In the following, we compare the probabilistic distributions of ice Ioads for the 

icebreaking in the Baltic and the ship ramming with arctic multiyear ice. The yearly 

maximum ice pressure derived above was ploned in ternis of probability density in Figure 

3.21 for digerent values of n for a contact area of 0.1 m'. Note that the number of ice 

navigation days for the lie tirne (20 yean) in Figure 3.20 for Bothnia Bay was 236, which 

suggests that the yearly ice navigation tirne is 11 days, yielding n = 22. The probability 

distributions for a similat ship in the Arctic are calculated using the results reviewed in 

Section 3.3 and are plotted in Figure 3-21. The variance of local pressure on Canadian 

arctic ships is much higher than that of the Baltic ships. This result is consistent with the 

arguments presented in Figure 3.1 8. The design ice Ioads according to the Finish Rules 

and for the ASPPR PropwIs are also ploned in Figure 3.2 1. The local pressure for the 

Canadian Arctic Class ships is much higher than that of the Baltic ships. 

3.6 Concluding Remarks 

Critical zones were considered as essential elements in the ice-ship interaction 

process. The total ice force on a design area was assumed to be applied through a number 

of critical zones, superirnposed on a background pressure. Some critical zones could be 
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Iocated on the border of a design window and ody a portion of its force is inside the de- 

sign window. To investigate this uncectainty, two approaches, namely rrpprmches A and 

B. were proposed. Calibration of the parameters of  critical zones fiom ship tnal data was 

also difficult due to the tirnit in size of instmmented panel and the spatial resolution of 

pressure senson. Two wumptions were made in the calibration. Since the force near the 

edge is negligible fkom the view point of structural response, and to be consistent with the 



previous analysis by Jordaan et al. (1993a). apptmch A is recornmended for the modelling 

of critical zones, 

Probaôilistic mde l s  are proposed for the criticai zones. Assuming that the total 

force on a design area is a campound Poisson process with an exponc~iaily distributecl 

zona1 force, the probability distributions o f  the ice pressure are derived, using  monte Car10 

simulations, for different design areas. The tails of the distributions are well approximated 

by the exponential distribution and the parameters for this distribution are derived. The 

probability distribution for the maximum local ice load per ram is derived from the results 

of the mode1 of critical zones. 

The spatial resolution of the pressure sensbn and the sire of the instrumented 

panel for the Louis St. Laurent data are limited. A funher anaiysis of ramming data from 

other ships such as the Polar Sea would be beneficial to the present analysis. This is be- 

yond the scope of present work. The ice pressure for certain design conditions (number of 

rarns per year) fan be obtained following a procedure employed in a pnvious analysis by 

Iordaan et al., (1 993a). 

Effêcts of exposure an discussed with emphasis an  the length of the interactions. 

The probabilistic distributions of the local ice pressure for two extreme cases, namely the 

ice ramming in the Canadian Arctic and the icebreaking in the Baltic, are examined. The 

ice pressure for the ice ramming in the arctic is much higher, with a larger variance. than 

those of the Baltic ships. 



Chapter 4 

Structural Strength 

The structure of a ship's hull is a complex combination of plating, Meners and 

supporting fiames. The plating together with the Nffeners make up a stiffened plate. The 

stflened plate together with the supponing fiames and stringers compose a larger panel 

(or a grillage). Consequently, the complete vesse1 can be modelled stmcturaily as a 

collection ofintercomected and interacting panels. In general, there are two kinds of ship 

structures, namely transverse and longitudinal structures. which have transverse and lon- 

gitudinal &ames, respectively. 

There are three levels of loading and responses associated with a ship structure. 

First, the plating deflects relative to the stiffeners and transfers the load to niffeners; sec- 

ond, the stiffeners act as beams to carry the load to the boundaries such as supponing web 

fiames or stringers; third, the supponing web m e s  and stringers yield and the entire 

panel deflects, tramferring the load to the bulkheads and de&. 

The complex stmctural combination and the associated response to the applied 

load make it desirable to divide the structural strength into three components. These are 

pnmary, secondary and tertiary (Paulling, 1988). The primary, or global, strength is con- 



concerned with the huil girder. For this classification, the hull is treated as a fiee-fie 

bearn. nie major strength members of the hull girder are longitudinal members extending 

over haif of the ship length nich as the main deck and the keel. Loads affecting the hull 

girder are generdly global impact loads. An example is the maximum bow force resulting 

fiom the collision between the ship hull and an ice feanire. The secondary, or semi-local 

strength is concemed with the strength of a large plate panel (or grillage), generally taken 

between two stringers or bulkheads or deep web h e s .  The tertiary. or local, strength is 

concerned with the strength of plating between two stiffeners or two frames. This region 

must resist local'ied ice loads, especially the critical zones that resulted from the ice failure 

mechanism described in Chapten 2 and 3. This region is of importance in the design of 

plating and is the focus of the present study. 

Figure 4.1 schematically shows a transwne structure subjected to ice impact 

loads. The ice loads are highly localïzed within critical zones, which move fiom place to 

place and change in intensity. The responses of the structure are very complicated. The 

figure also shows two ideaiiied cases. First, the ice load is uniformly diaributed between 

two frames. The plating can be modelled as a long plate loaded by unifonn pressure 

(referred to as the long plate model). This idealization is used in the ASPPR PropowIs. 

Second, the ice load is applied through an "ice belt", within which the ice pressure are 

unifonn (here, referred to as the patch load model). The second idealization is close to 

reality when the ice features are fim year. This is used in the formulation of the Finish- 

Swedish Ice Class Rules (1989). 



Figure 4. 1 A Ship Panei Subjected by Ice Impact Loadr 

The long plate model and patch load model are easy to implement in design. Since 

the redities are much mon compkated. there are uncertainties associateci with these two 

models. First, the design loads are different from real ones; second, the modelled 

responses are diecent âom the r d  structural defonnations. Understanding of these 

uncertainties are vital in caiibrating a design mle such as the ASPPR Props~fs -  

In this chapter, the long plate mode1 is reviewed in detail. In particular, three fail- 

ure mechanisms, i.e., the-hinge mechanism, permanent set and rupture. will be anaiyzed. 

The patch load model will be analyzed using the yield-line theory. This analysis is limited 

to plastic coilapse. Other mechanisms are considered later in a finite elernent analysis. A 



anaiysis. A plate panel, loaded by criticai zonai forces is anaiyzed using the finite element 

rnethod. Typid bad cases are arialyzed. More loading scenarios will be generated tiom 

the aatistics of critical zones and be analyzcd using the finite element method (FEM) in 

Chapts 5. The design strategy for plating is discussed, with fow on auociating the 

design ice load in the design model to the yearly maximum ice load which cm be 

predicted by the method presented in Chapter 3. 

We begin our anaiysis with the long plate rnodel. 

4.2 The Long Plate Mudel 

We define the long plate model as a long plate loaded by unifonn pressure. Uni- 

ally, this plate fails in three limit States, namely plastic collapse, permanent set and ultimate 

rupture. The plastic collapse is defined as the formation of three hinge mechanisrn and 

results when the plate is assumed to have no in-plane resinance againn the load. With 

hlly supporteci, ductile steels, this mechanisrn is the onset of minor denting. Permanent set 

is dehed (Hughes, 1988) as the deflection of a plate involving plastic bending strain dong 

its boundaries, Le., h e s  and stringers. The edge hinges are responsible for the 

commencement of the permanent set. Plastic collapse and permanent set relate to the 

se~ceability of the ship. üitimate rupture is defin& as reaching the maximum membrane 

capacity of the plate. This relates to the safety of the ship. There is considerable rererve 

of strength beyond the three hinge limit in steel plating provided membrane e f f ' s  can 

occur. Reliance on membrane action assumes that the adjoining 
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structure provides adquate lateral restraint- 'This is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

We begin our analysis with two-hinge and thme-hinge f~lure.  

4.2.1 Two-Hinge and T h m B i n p  Failure 

TweHinge Fdure: Figure 4.3 shows a long plate, which is axcd at both ends and 

Ioaded by unjform lateral pressure. ïhe plastic iiinges fonn whcn the bendiog moments at 

the edges rach  the plastic bending moment: 

where Pm is the criticai pressure for edge hinges, t and s are defined in Figure 4.3 and Mp 

is the plastic bending moment. For a long plate. using the Henclq-von Mises yield crite- 

non, Mp can be expressed as: 

where q. is the yield stress and y, is the plastic Poisson's ratio. For steel with v, = 0.5. P ~ H  

can be denved fiom equations (4.1) and (4.2) as: 

The comsponding deflection at the midspan, &, is: 

For v, = 0.5 Equation (4.6) becomes: 



Figure 4. 3(a) Schemutic Diagram of a Plate Wilh Fixed Et& and L d e d  by Laterai 

Pressure. (6) Distribution of Bending Moment. 

where v is the Poisson's ratio in elastic range. 

Three Hingt Mechiiism: Once two edge hinges fonn, the plate continues to bend 

until the third plastic hinge foms at the midspan as shown in Figure 4.4. Considering the 

straight bar mechanism and neglecting the membrane force, the vimial work equation 

gives: 

which yields: 



Servictability: The d e h i o n  at midspan, â, can be usai as the criterion for the sen- 

iceabiüty of the plate. Ayyub et ai. (1989) assumed that 6i, = 2r is a reasonable limit for 

plating. Ddey et al. (1 99 1) suggest that = O. ls is a reasonable limit state. Brovm 

(1993) showed that using = 2r results in plate thicknesses that are too thin for niff 

(hi@ Vs ratios) plates while taking = O. Is results in thin plate thickness for Iess niff 

plates. As a result, a blended function was proposed. For simplicity. the three-hinge 

collapse (Equation 4.7) was used as the limit state of serviceability in the present study. 

This is consistent with a study by Nessim et al. (1992) but it could be consavative as 

suggested by Brown (1993). 

4.2.2 Membrane Action and ültimate Rupture 

Once three plastic hinges form, the plate begins to collapse. This collapse is. 

however, restrained by the membrane force due to the fixed boundaries. Ignonng the 

flemral stiffiess of the plate (assuming pure membrane action), the equilibrium condition 

gives ( see Figure 4.5): 



Figure 1.5 Sckmatic Diagrom of Membrane Action 

where G, and FH are the deflcaion at r and the horizontai component of the membrane 

force, respectively (see Figure 4.5). The maximum deflection at midspan can be obtained 

by substituting x= s/2 into Equation (4.8): 

Based on Equations (4.8) and (4.9), Rat&& and Kennedy (1985) derived the Ioad as a 

function of the deflection at rnidspan for elastic membrane action as follows: 

where v is the Poisson's ratio. 

When the load rcaches the yield limit and the full plastic membrane action is de- 

veloped, the relationship between the unifonn pressure and the deflection at midspan cm 

be derived as: 



Figure 4 6 Schentatic DÏaram ofMembrane Action Fuihre Mecha~~ism~ 

Assuming full plastic membrane action and that the deflected plate is a circular arc 

(see Figure 4.6), Nessim et al. (1992) derived the equilibrium equation as: 

The shape of a circular arc gives: 

sin 8 -= R 

0 180(1+q)* 

where r i s  the nominal membrane strain in the plate at rupture and ~ ~ 4 . 0 5  was ~ g e c ~ t e d  

by Egge and Bôckenhauer, (1991) and McDennott, et al., (1974). Substituting s.4.05 

into Equation (4.13) giva &3 la. Substituting this value of 8 into Equation (4.12) and 

rearranging gives: 



where F, = ait is the membrane force which corresponds to the ultimate rupture and 

al = (o, + ou ) / 2 for an elasto-plastic material was niggcsted by Nessirn et al., ( 1 992) 

(see Figure 4.7). Substituting F u  into Equation (4.14) gives: 

and the corresponding defîection st midspan: 

Equation (4.15) was derived by Nessirn et al. (1992) as the criterion for the ultimate 

strength of the plating. 

4.2.3 Finite Ekmcnt Aadysl of A Long Plate 

In the following wc analyze the responsc of a long plate illustrateci in Figure 4.3 

(a), using the finite elernent rnethod. Particulan of the plate are determined from a design 

in Chapter 6 and are given in Table 4.1. 



Table 4. f Partictdars of the plate becun 

1 plate ~hicbicss ( t ) 132mrn I 
I 

Plate S pan ( s ) 600 mm 

1 Steel Grade 1 EH 36 1 
1 Yield Stress ( q) 1 388 MPa I 
( Ultimate Sua ( DU ) 1 537 MPa 1 

The analysis was carried out using the finite element package ABAQUS. We as- 

sume that the material is bilinear as ilfurratcd in Figure 4.7. and account for the membrane 

forces by fixing both ends of the plate. This boundaiy condition will ensure the membrane 

effect in both elastic and inelastic range. Figure 4.8 shows a section of the deforrned plate 

when Ioaded by an udonn pressure of 3 3 -6 MPa The figure also shows the dimibution 

of the principal strains. Rupture is mou likely to occur near the support where the 

principal strain reaches 2S%, a valut sugg#ted by Shackelford, (1988), for tensile failurc 

of ductile steel. The average arain across the span is 5%. This value corresponds to the 

nominal membrane nnin at rupture reported by Egge and Bockenhauer, (1991) and 

~McDermott, et al.. (1974). In the present anaiysis. we use 5% average strain as the crite- 

rion for uitimue mptun. 

The pressure against the deflection at midspan of the plate was evaluated and 

ploncd in Figure 4.9. For cornparison, the plate with no lateral restraint at one end was 

also analyzed. The Ioaddeflection curvc is plottcd in Figure 4.9. The figure shows that, 

when lateral restraints exia at both supports, rupture ocan  at a pressure much higher 



Figure 4. 8 A section of the deflectedplare and the distr~htion of the przncipal strains. 
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Figure 4. 9 Illustration of Drfforeterit Foilure Mechism 



than that of three hinge collapse. The figure aiso shows the pressure-deflection for the 

pure membrane action from equations (4.10) and (4.1 1)- Note fiom the figure that the 

model of pure membrane action underestimate the pressure at rupture by a factor of 1.3. 

This is because the pure membrane action model ignores the flexural resistance. Figure 

4.9 al= shows the pressures at which 2-hlnga and 3-hinges occur from equations (4.3) 

and (4.7), respectively. The pressure of 3-hinge collapse corresponds to a point on Curve 

C (results oCFEM) with maximum curvature of the convex- This point is defined in Our 

finite element modelhg as the plastic collapse. 

4.3 The Patcft Load Model 

In this section, 1 will analyze the response of plating under an idealized load, e.g. 

ice belt, which is shown in Figure 4.1. I wil1 limit my anaiysis to the plastic hinge collapse. 

Membrane action and rupture will be considerd later in a finite element analysis. 

I approximate the plating as a panel with fked boundaries and loaded by a patch of 

lateral pressure. This is shown in Figure 4.10. The panel corresponds to the ship plating 

wpported by intersecting stiEenen. The stiffeners can be beams, fiames or stnngers. 1 

assume that these stiffencrs are much more rigid than the plate (especiaily for a panel in 

the bow region) and provide sufficient lateral nstraint and resistance to rotation at the 

plate boundaries. The loaded area in Figure 4.10 extends the entire frame spacing and has 

varying width. 



Figure 4. 10 An Ideuked Plate Wder  Lateral Preznrre. 

Since I am mainly interested in the failure of the plate, 1 will consider the plate as a 

perfectly plastic body which does not undergo deformation befon the yield condition is 

reached. The différence between penect plastic and eiasto-piastic behavior is schernati- 

cally iUurtrated by the stress main relations in Figure 4.1 1. 1 will use the upper-bound and 

lower-bound t heorems of plasticity which cm be enunciated as foliows (Baker, 1 956): 

Upper-bound theorem: If the work of a system of applied loads w*h an associated 

kinernatically admissible displacement field (collapse mechanism) is equated to the 

corresponding intemai work. then this system of loads will cause collapse of the 

structure. 



Figure 1 1 I Rigid PtàstÏc DeformatÏm md Eho-pi'ustic Defoma~ioit 

0 Lower-bound theorern: If a system of generaiized messes can be found that is in 

equiiibrium with the applied 1 0 1 6  and that nowhere violates the yield condition. then 

the structure will not collapse. 

The limit analysis solutions cm be obtained by either maximithg a lower bound or 

by minimizing an upper bound. The solutions are approximate ones and provide sufficient 

accuracy for engineering applications. 

In the following, we will use the upper bound theorem to detemine the strength of 

the plate show in Figure 4.10. 1 will limit our anaiysis on the plastic collapse of the plate. 

1 assume that the plate is penectly plastic as we stated earlier and ignore elastic 

defonnation in the plate. I assume that the panel defonns into a tent shape once the p l a i  

tic limit is reached as niggested by Wood (1961). In the case that no laterai restraint ex- 

ists at the boundaries, such a tent shape fonns a mechanism of collapr. In Our case. the 

lateral restraint is provided and the fannation of a tent shape marks the begi~ing of large 



Table 4. 2fl values for d@eeent cases. 

case t O tad((L - H) / s) 

case 2 tan-'((L - H) I s) tane'(L / S) 

case 3 tan4(L / s) ld2 

(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (cl Case 3 

Note: Shaded a r a  represent the uniform lateral pressure. 
I = L/J, h = H/s 

Figure 4. 12 Illustration of Three Possible Faiiwe Putter~~s~ 

defomtions. Than are five yield lines inside the plate and four yield lines at the 

boundaries. Four of these yield lines initiate fiom the corner and inters- with the one 

located in the center of the plate. There are three possible failure patterns. designated as 

cases 1, 2 and 3 as shown in Figure 4.12. The three cases differ from each other by the 

pattems of the yield Iines relative to the loaded area. This can be characterized by the 

range of p angle given in Table 4.2 



Govvning Equation: the goveming equation for each case can be obtained. according 

to the upper-bound theoren by quating the extemai work of the lateral load to the inter- 

nal energy dissipated. Assuming that the plastic detorrnation is locaiized at n generaiized 

hinge lines. this equation can be expressed as: 

where p is the pressure, W is the vertical deflection, E and 9 represent the concentrated 

elongation and rotation dong the hinge line i,. respectively, and Mn and NO are the full 

plastic moment and the axiai force nomal to the hinge Iine. respectively. For an isotropie 

plate, they are: 

M , = k t 2  and 
4 -" 

where eV is the yield stress and t is the thickness of the plate. 

Intemal Energy: the internai energy due to the deflection of the plate can be derived 

foilowing Wiemicki (1987). For case 1 and 2. the result is: 

where D is the total interna1 energy, f = Ls. Wo is the maximum deflection at the central 

hinge lim. For case 3. the total energy is: 



where the parameters are defincd as before. 

Extemai Work: the externai work by the lateral pressure can be obtained by evaiuating 

the integration term in the left hand side of Equation (4.17) and can be derived as: 

for case 1, 

for case 2, 

for case 3, 

where U is the total extemal wotk, Wo is the maximum deflection at the middle hinge line, 

p is the unifonn pressure in the loaded area, s and f l  are defined in Figure 4.5. Parameters 

h = H's and I = Us in Equations 4.7 to 4.8 are nonnalued dimensions shown in Figure 4.5 

and f2fi. I. P) and hfi,f, fl  are ninctions of h.1 and P and are given below: 



Solutions: by equating the extemal wotk to the intemal energy, the pressure for plastic 

collapse CM be derivcd as: 

for case 1 : 

pz-;- S-h ' { 8Mo [+&]+2W.N9[zt-tm(p) I (4.27) 

for case 2: 

and for case 3 : 

Once the expressions of pressure at collapse (Equations 4.27 to 4.29) are obtained, 

the actual pattern of plastic collapse can be derived by minimizing p with respect to P 

and the corresponding minimum pressure causes the collapse of the plate. Tentatively we 

designate this pressure as the strength of the plate. p,. 



A theoretical evduation of Equation (4.30) is very tedious and sometimes impos- 

sible. Instead, a numericd evaluation is more convmient. In the prernt study, Equations 

(4.20) to (4.30) were implemented in a cornputer program using matlab and the results 

are presented in the following section 

In the following, we use the modd developed in the preceding section to examine 

the response of a plate with diferent aspect ratios (1 = Ls)  and with different width of 

loaded area (h = Ws). The pressure. p, is normalized with respect to the fhme spacing 

and the full plastic moment ( ps' Mo ). Figure 4.1 3 shows the variation of normalized 

pressure against fl  d u e s  at f = 2 and h = 1.8. As indicated by the figure. the pressure is 

minimum in case 1 and corresponds to a f l  value of 52 degrees. This minimum pressure 

corresponds to the solution of Equation (4.30) and is designated as strengh p,. In Figure 

4.14, values of p, for different aspect ratios and different Ioad widths are presented. As 

shown in the figure, p. converges to the one way action of three hinge mechanism 

(equivalent to a plain strain beam). To investigate the effeet of membrane force, we im- 

pose a deflmion , Wh at the midspan. This deflection provides a membrane effect there- 

for increasc the mength of the piate. The strength p, against Wo .( normalized with respect 

to plate thickmss) an ploned in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4. 15 Nonnalired Strengrh for Diyerent Deflectiom ut Micirpott Prior CO Faihre 

In this section 1 analyze the plate panel of Figure 4.10 using the finite elernent 

method. Particulars of the panel are c h o m  based on an example design in Chapter 6; 

they are : s = 0.6 m. L = 1.2 m and r = 32 mm. Four load widths are used in the andysis. 

They are: H = 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.2 m. respectively. Figure 4.16 shows the deformed 

panel at plastic coflapse for H = 0.3 m. Note the deformation of the plate is more local- 

ized in the central region cornparcd with the roof shape suggcsted in Figure 4.12. Pres- 

sure against displacement at midspan are plotted in Figure 4.17. Pressures at plastic fail- 

ures are identified. These loads are plotted together with the resuits h m  the yield line 

mode1 (Equations 4.27 to 4.30). The results are shown in Figure 4.1 8. Note that the pres- 



pressure predifted by yield line theory is higher than that of the finite element results. This 

is because the yield line mode1 assumes that the d e f o d  shape of the panel is a roof 

shape, which over-estimated the truc deformation. The real deformation of the panel is 

more localized in the central region. 

Figure 4 16 Defmed pnei (H = O. 3 ni) 
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Figure 4. 1 7 Prernrre vs. displacernent al mi- 

Figure X 18 Sire~~gth or various I d  widihr 

4.4 Structural Response to Criticd Zond Forces 

In this section, we use the finite element rnethod to analyze the response of a plate 

panel to criticai zona1 forces. The panel is shown in Figure 4.19. Particulan of the panel 

an: s = 0.6 m. L = 1.2 m and t = 32 mm. Matenai properties of the steel are given in Ta- 

ble 4.1. The loads on the panel are applied thtough a number of criticai zones, which are 

rnodelled using squares of uniforni pressure. They are shown schematicdly in Figure 4.19. 

The number of critical zones could be one, two or many. In this section, we investigate 

typical cases with one, two and thne critical zones. Mon load cases are generated in 

Chapter 5 fiom statistics of critical zones and analyzed by the finite element method. 

LOS 



First, we examine the case in which one critical zone, with an area of O09 m'. is 

Iocated at the center of the p m l  (Case 1 in Figure 4.20). Figure 4.21 shows the de- 

fomed panel when the pressure in the criticai zone reaches 72 MPa- The figure aiso 

Figure 4. 19 A plate Panel Lwded by Criticai Zond Fofi 

shows the distribution of the principal strains. Note that the maximum deformation occurs 

at the mid section (A-A), when the average membrane main reaches the limit of 5%. This 

is the section where plastic collapn and rupture initiates and is referred to, in the present 

analysis, as the domiiunt section. Such a section fails in a way simiiar to that of a long 

plate, toaded by strip Io& (e-g., se Case 4 in Figure 4.20). We refer to this plate as the 

equivalent long plate. An quivalent long plate, (Case 4 in Figure 4.20) is aiso analyzed. 

The width of the stnp is the same as that of the critical zone. The maximum strain occurs 

near the support, which is the sarne as the dominant section of the panel. The average 

strain over the span reaches 5% at a pressure value of 46 MPa, which is lower than that 

of the dominant section. The difference is caused by the Iateral suppons of the panel. The 



pressure against the displacement at midspan is plotteci in Figure 4.22 for both cases. 

Plastic hinge collapse occurs at 16 MPa and 8 MPa for the dominant section and the long 

plate. respectively. To simplify analysis, the dominant section of Case L 

C u e  r' 
long place 

Cuc 24. 
Ions plate 

can be analyzed by the long plate model, Case 4, with modification factors accounting for 

lateral support. Factors affecthg the lateral support include the size and the location of 

critical zone, which are investigated in more details in Chapter 5.  

For the case of two critical zones or more, the structural response is more compii- 

cated. Critical zones may be aligned on the dominant section (Case 21). dong the fnmes 

(Case 3 2) or adjacent to, or overlap each other (Case 39). Figures 4.23 to 4.25 show the 

deformed panel and distribution of principal strains for Case 21. Case 32 and Case 39, 

respectively. For Case 21. the plate fails at the dominant section. The dominant section 

may be approximated by the long plate in Case 24. For Case 32. the dominant section is 

iocateâ within the critical zone al. In addition to lateral support, the failure OP the section 

is also afFe*ed by the presence of other critical zones a2 and a3. Such effécts are investi- 



are investigated in detail in Chapter 5 -  Case 39 is more compIicated. It can be 

approximated in t h  way of Case 21 or 32, depending on the extent of overlap, which is 

aiso uivestigated in details in Chapter 5. 

Figure 4. 21 Defmed  p e I ,  showing contours ofprncipl strains (C'me I )  

Pressure (MPa) 



Figure 4. 23 Defomedpel and distributions of principf strain (Case 21) 

Figure 4. 24 Deformed p e l  c d  distributions of principl snoin (Case 32) 



Figure 4. 25 Deformed pane[ ami distributions of pri~tciparl struin (Case 39) 

4.5 Design Saategy 

In the preceding section we conduded that a plate usually fails in a dominant sec- 

tion, which can be approximated by a long plate. For simplicity, in practical design, the 

load is considered uniform. This results in uncertainties in the design model, which will be 

investigated in Chapter S. The long plate model is easy to implement in a rule based 

design and was used in design codes such as the ASPPR Propos~Is. In the ASPPR Pro- 

posais, the plate thickness was derived baseci on the two-hinge mechanism. The moa 

recent revisions to ASPPR Prop0~4Is (Carter et al., 1996) proposed a design ice losd as: 

DPP=AFXCFXOFX(~.~+(O.O~~ x ( L l o 7  +LIo4' x pJ3)) ) /s  (4.3 1) 

where DPP is the design pressure in MPa, AF. CF and OF are area, class and h e  ori- 

entation factors. respectiveIy. In Equation 4.3 1, D is displacement in kilotonnes. P is the 

engine power in megawatts, and s is the fiame spacing. f he mon sensitive parameter for 



for design pressure is the m e  spacing. Design pressures against fhne spscing for three 

arctic class CACI ships are plotted in Figure 4.26. 

Carter et ai., (1992) su- that the design load p r o p o d  in the ASPPR Propos- 

ais corresponds to the average value of the yearly maximum ice pressure. R e d  that the 

probability distribution of yearly maximum ice load can be approximated by a double ex- 

ponential fonn Equation (3.13). and the corresponding average of yeariy maximum pres- 

sure is: 

5 = a(ln(n) + ln(r)+.577) (432) 

where a is dependent on the design area (se Equation 3.9). n is the number impacts per 

year and r is the proportion of hits. Suggested value of iz for CAC 4 is 10000 and r is 

0.46. To explore the relationship b e ~ e e n  the pmposeâ design pressure (Equation 4.3 1) 

to the yeady maximum (Equation (4.32). we calculate the yearly maximum pressure on 

plate panels with different aspect ratio. Average maximum ice pressures for plate panels 

with derent  aspm ratios are ploned against h m e  spacing in Figure 4.26. Note the av- 

erage of the yearly maximum for the panel with an aspect ratio of 1.5 matches well with 

the proposeci design values. To be consistent with the present design rules. it is suggested 

that the yearly maximum ice load be estimated based on a design area of n L -5s. where s is 

the fiame spacing. The limit state can be plastic coilapx or rupture. For the first, the 

average of the yearly maximum load should be used as the design pressure. For the latter 

case, the yearly maximum with a specified probability of exceedance (e-g. 1%) should be 

used. 
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Figure 4 26 Analyss of design presst~refor CACI Vessels wtrh r =O. a n = [O000 

4.6 Conclusions and Recommend~tions 

The components o f  a ship structure and associated strength were reviewed. .A 

long plate, loacied by unifonn pressure (refend as the long plate model), was analyzed. 

Two limit States affect the design of the plating, Le. plastic collapse and ultimate rupture. 

The first relates to the serviceability while the latter relates to the oafety. There is consid- 

erable reserve of strength beyond the t h  hinge limit in steel plating provided membrane 

effects cm occw. An idealization of ice load as an 'ice belt' is investigated. A mode1 was 

developed using yield tine theory. This model is lirnited to the plastic collapse and can be 

only used for se~ceabifity desip. The long plate model is easy to implernem and is 

recommended as the design model. 



The redistic ice load is more complicated than the idealued unifam pressure. 

which redts in the uncertainties in the design model. Structurai response to critical zonai 

forces are investigated. A plate panel usually fils at a dominant section, which is a f f d  

by the lateral support and the interactions between cnticd zones. Factors a6écting the 

domimt d o n  are investigateâ in more details in the next chapter. 

It is important to associate the design pressure in the long plate model to the yearly 

maximum ice load. By comparing the yearly maximum ice load h m  the method 

presented in Chapter 3 to the new formula in the ASPPR Propos4is. a design ana of 

sx 1.5s. where s is the fimc spacing, is suggested for estimating design ice load. The un- 

certaimies of the design model due to the uncertainty of the ice loads are investigated in 

the next chapter. 



Chapter 5 

A Probabilistic Analysis of The Design Model 

In Chapter 4, we proposed a design model, which treats the plating as a long plate, 

loaded by uniforni pressure. This model is easy to use in practicai design Reaiistic ice 

loads are more complicated than the ideaked wuform pressure used in design. They are 

highly locaiized, move fiom place to place and change in intensity. ïhis renilts in an un- 

cenainty in the design model. I f  the resistance fiom the design model is &, the tnie re- 

sistance of the plating can be represented as: 

where R is the me resistance of the plating and B is a factor ofuncenainty associated with 

the randomness of ice laad. B is a random quantity and we will investigate this factor in 

this chaptcr. 

Fint, we investigate various load s c ~ o s  using the finite element mcthod. Wc 

approlamate ice loads by a number of chticai zones, each with a random force, area and 

location. The dominant faiiure section in each case is identifid and the section is corn- 

pared with "an equivalent long plate". which is loaded by strip loads. Factors a&cting the 



affming the failure of the plate, such as the size and location of critical zones and the 

interaction bctween them sn investigated. Second, a model of a long plate, loadcd by 

non-unifom Ioads ù dweloped. This rnodel can be used to predict the plastic collapse 

and the ultimate rupture of the equivalent long plate. Third a scherne of Monte Cario 

simulation is proposed to simulate the uncertainty in design model of plating. 

We begin with our finite element d y s i s  of stnictural response to distic ice 

ioads. 

In this section, we fbrther our analysis on the response of the plate panel describeci 

in Section 4.4 (see Figure 4.19; mareriai propexties of the steel are given in Table 4.1). 

We assume that the ice loads are applied through a number of critical zones. each ap- 

proximated by a square with unifonn pressure. 

The number of critical zones, the area of criticai zones, the zona1 forces and the 

locations of critical z o n a  are important factors in the response of the plating. We will use 

the properties of cnticd zones fiom asmrnpn'on A of Chapter 3 .n the present analysis. 

ïhe average number of critical zones is 0.893 zones/m2. The number of critical zones on a 

panel can be modelied as a Poisson process. Excluding the case of zero critical zones. the 

number of cnt id  zones on a pancl is a conditional Poisson proces.  Figure S. I shows the 

probability distribution of the numkr of critical zones on a panel of 0.72 mZ. Note that 

one critical zone has the highest probabiiity, and the probability of five critical zones is 

very small. 
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Figure 5. 1 Probability of the Nimber of Crilicai Zones on O O. 72 d Pmei 

The average area of a critical zone is 0.08 m2, and the probability distribution of 

zonal area fkom Louis St. Laurent data is show in Figure 5.2. The zonal forces range 

from O to 3.45 MN and have an exponential disnibution (see Figure 3.11). The data show 

that the average zonal forces increase with the zonal area. This is shown in Figure 5.3. In 

the following, we analyze scenarios with one, two and many critical zones, respectively. 

We use three critical zona1 areas, Le. 0.04, 0.09 and 0.25 m2, representing small, average 

and large size critical zones, respectively- 

5.2.1 Cases With One Critical Zone 

If there is one critical zone on the pand, the plate fails at the dominant section 

which passes through the center of the critical tom. The dominant section fails in a way 

similar to a long plate, loaded by a arip load, with the sarne width as that of the critical 
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zone. We refer to this long plate as the ccequivaIent long plate". This is shown schemati- 

cally in Figure 5.4. An additionai factor atiècting the failure of the dominant section is the 

lateral support. This includes the lmgth of the critical zone (H in Figure 5.4) and the 

location of the critical zone (yr  and y2). To investigate these factors, we select& 20 load 

cases, which are shown in Figure 5.5. 

To investigate the effèct of H, we first examine Cases 1 to 3 in Figure 5.5. In 

these cases, the criticai zone is located at the center of the panel. Each case has a different 

area of criticai zone, hence has a different value of H and b. For each case, the pressure of 

the critical zone at plastic collapse, p3h, is identified from the load deflection curve similar 

to Figure 4.22. The pressure at ultimate rupture, p., which corresponds to 5% of average 

strain in the dominant section, is identified fiom the load-arain curve. Similar analyses are 

carried out on the equivalent long plates (Cases 4 to 6), and pressures at plastic collapse, 

p$, and at rupture, p.'. are identified. We define the factors of  lateral support as: 

and 

where h = WL. f$, and f.h are factors representing lateral support for plastic hinge col- 

lape and rupture, respectively. Results ofpjh, p.. pj;, p& f $, and f .h are summarized 



Figure S. 4 A partei Im&d by one criticai zone 

in fable S. 1. Similar analyses for the cases in which the critical zone is off the center of 

the panel have been carried out. This includes Cases 10 to 13. The cases of patch load 

with different h values (Cases 15 to 19) are also included. Results are included in Table 

5.1. Values off$, and f.h against different h values are plotted in Figure 5.6 together 

with the fitted lines. The fitted lines are : 

To investigate the effect of the location we Vary y, and yz. These are Cases 7. 8. 

9, 14 and 20. The effect of lateral support increases with y/ and decrease with y?. We 

introduce a location parameter A = y?y,, and the correspanding location factors: 
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where p32 and p/ are pressures at plastic collapse and rupture for the case when y, = 0, 

respdvely. Values of f$, and f Y\ agPinst A are plotted in Figure 5.7. Note that the 

effect of location of critical zones is not significant for A > 0.2. The approximate relations 

are proposed as: 

We define the mean pressure of the dominant section at failure, R, and P,, as the 

mean pressure over the span: 

and 

If  the resistance of the plate 60m the design model (Equations 4.7 and 4.15) are p3hd and 

for plastic collapse and rupture, respectively, then. the difference between the design 

model and the seiected Ioad scenarios can be evaluated by uncertainty factors B 3  and B.: 



Figure 5. 6 Am&sis of the egect of the Iength of criticakone. h 

f,"L= 1.46-1.9SfA 
= 1.05 for A rO.21) 

figure 5. 7 Ancllyas of the eflect of the locution of criticai zones 



Tuble 5. 2 R e d s  0ff7nite eIement ma&sis for Cases i IO 20 



Values of B3h and B. are summafized in Table 5.1 . Note chat in al1 cases, Ba and Bu are 

greater than 1. 

5.2.2 The Case With Two or  M o n  Critical Zones 

if there are more than one critical zones on the panel, the response of the structure 

is more complicated. In addition to the factors discussed in the case of one critical zone, 

the response is aiso dependent on the relative locations between critical zones. The rela- 

tive Iocations between critical zones can be divided into three cases, first, the centet of 

these criticai zones are aiigned dong the direction of the fhme spacing; second. they are 

located dong the direction of Eames; third, these criticai zones overlap each other in the 

direction of m e s .  We tenn these Cases A, B and C respectively. This is shown sche- 

matically in Figure 5.8. 

C'e A: If the centers of cnticai zones are aligned in the direction of M e  spac- 

ing, the plate fails in a way similar to the case with one criticai zone. The dominant sec- 

tion passes through the centers of the cnticai zones. This dominant section fails in a way 

sirnilar to the equivalent long plate. Additional factors anefting the fiilure are the size of 

critical zones (H in Figure 5.8) and the location of the dominant section. We propose an 

equivalent length of criticai zones as: 



where b, and H, are the width and length of ifh critical zone, n is the number of criticd 

zones and L is defined in Figure 5.4. 

To investigate the effect of 6, we examine Cases 21 to 23 of Figure 5.9 together 

with their equivalent long plates (Cases 24 and 19). The factors of laterai support, f3:, 

and f.h sirnilar to those defined in Equations (5.2 and 5.3) are caiculated and the results 

are summMzed in Table 5.2. Values off~;, and f.k againa h are ploned in Figure S. 10, 

together with the proposed relations of Equations (5.4 and 5.5). Note that the results 

agree weîi with the fonnulae proposed earlier. For simplicity, we recommend to use 

Equations (5.4 and 5.5) to account for the effkct of h. We a h  propose to use Equations 

(5 -8 and 5.9) ta account for the e f k  of locations of critical zones. 

Cme B: If the critical zones are located dong the direction of the m e s .  the 

plate fails at a dominant cntical zone. which has the maximum zonal force. Other critical 

zones have effects of interactions with the dominant zone. The interactive effect depends 

on the distance fiom each critical zone to the dominant section and the zonal force. The 

effect increases with the zonai force and decreases with the distance. We dehe a pa- 

rameter of interaction, 

where F, and d, are critical zonai force and distance fiom the center of the critical zone to 

the dominant section respectively, F is the force of the dominant critical zone. If the plate 

fails in plastic collapoe and rupture at p ~ g  and pu4, respectively, we define the interaction 

factors for plastic collapse and rupture as: 



1- * 4 
Case A 

Figure 5. 8 Relative louzîiom between Critical Zones 

Case C 

respectively, where p3hP and pz ,  are pressures at which the plate faiis with the dominant 

critical zone alone. 

To investigate the effect of g we examine Cases 25 to 3 1. 33 and 34 of Figure 5.9. 

Values of p ~ $  and pug are obtained from F m  and compared with the case in which the 

plate fails by the dominant critical zone alone (Case 35). The interaction factors are de- 

rived from Equations (5.15 and 5.16). Similar analyses are camied out on Cases 32 and 9. 

Values of f3hg and f .: against C are ploned together with fitted Iines in Figure 5.1 1.  The 

fitted lines are: 



t 

7' 

'\ 

Cuc 24 
long plrte , , 
b p . 2  m 

1 

b ~ 3 m  

Figure 5. 9 C w s  with zwo or more cririfcf zones 



f i  = 1 - 0.057 ic . (5.17) 

L~ = 1 - 0 . 0 5 l y ,  (S. 18) 

Caw B can be simplitied by analyzing the case with dominant criticai zone aione, with 

interaction efféct eom Equations (5.17 and 5. 18). 

Case C: If the cntical zones overlap each other. the plate fails at a dominant sec- 

tion which is located between criticai zones. This is as shown schematicaiiy in Figure 5.8. 

The acnial failure of the plate is very complicated. In the present study, we propose a 

simplified approach. 

First, we identifl the dominant critical zone, which has the maximum zona1 force. 

For the reg of the criticai zones, we divide each into two parts, one aiigned on the domi- 

nant section and another dong the direction of the frame. The first part can be analyzed 

by the method proposed in C m  A and the second can be treated as an interacting zone 

proposeci in Cuse B. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.8. The failure pressure can 

be estimated by analyzing the equivalent long plate with the modifications from the effect 

of laterd suppon and the effect of interaction: 

h Z 
p3h = .h*t;hf;c&h * (5.19) 

h A 4 e  P. =LA LP. 9 
( 5  -20) 

where p3h and p. are pressures of plastic collapse and rupture at dominant section, re- 

çpectively, pJhe and p.' are failure pressures of the equivalent long plate, f Inh, fi1, fd 

f :* f / and f are defined as before. 



Figure 5. 10 Eflecct of h (rhe ~ncliysis is supported by the previous ~llt4ljxi.s of h) 

-fuicd lins of fut * 

Figure 5. I I  Analysis on the effect of N~teraction between criticai zones. 



Tabre 5. 2 Resulrs ofjinire e h e n t  ~ ~ ~ l ~ l i y s i s  for Cases 21 to 39 



The above method is applied to Cases 36 to 39 in Figure 5.9. These cases are also 

analyzed by finite element method. Results fiom Equations (5.19 and 20) are plotted 

against the renilts nom FEM in Figure 5.12. The renilts fiom the sirnplified method agree 

well with those fiom the finite element method- 

Mirrd C ~ K :  The plate will fail by a dominant zone, which can be analyzed by an 

equivalent long plate. The pressure distribution on the equivalent long plate can be ob- 

tained by superirnposing the pressure of the dominant zones with the ones of those over- 

lapping with the dominant zone. This is illuarateci later in Figure 5.19. Other zones affect 

the faiiw in tenns of e n !  of interaction or the effect of lateral support which can be 

approximated by the propored formila 

5.3 A Long Plate Loaded By Non-Un@m Forces 

As we concluded h m  the preceding section, the response of a plate to the critical 

zona1 forces can be approximated by an equivalent long plate with modifications from the 

effect of lateral suppon and the interaction effect between cntical zones. The equivalent 

long plate is loaded by non-unifonn loads. In this section, we propose a simple mode1 to 

anaiyze the plastic coUapr and rupture of such a plate. The plate is schernaticaily shown 

in Figure 5.13. We define the "equivalent uniform strength" as the maximum mean pres- 

sure that the plate can support. 

5.3.1 T h m  Hinge Mechanism 

We assume that three plastic hinges forrn at points A. B and i as show in Figure 

S. 14. We assume that the bwn is rigid plastic and use the upper bound theorem. First, 



Figure 5. 12 Anaiysis of CASE C 

the governing equation is derived by equating the extemal work to intemal energy as: 

6 4 4 '1 ' x " S-x, M , - + M , - + M , ( - + - ) = C F , ~ ~ ,  + CI;;- 6, (5.21) 
Xt S - Y, x, s O x, ,=, r, j=r-1 S-  X, 

where MA, Mg and M, are bending moments at points A. B and i respectively and are equai 

to plastic moment Mp defined in Equation (4.2). We define the proportional loads, at 

which the thm hinges fonn, as follows: 

whereA is a profile of point loads which varies from O to 1. A' in Equation (5.22) is the 

amplitude at which the third plastic hinge forms at i point. Further we define cone- 

sponding proportional mean pressure as: 



Figwe 5. 13 Schematic Diagram of a Beam L d e d  by muItipfe Point loods 

Substituting equations (5.22) and (5.23) into (5.21) and rearranging gives: 

where x', = xi / s and r', = x, / s an normalized coordinates. The strength of the plate at 

plastic collapse can be then derived by minimizing the proportional pressure in Equation 

(5.23). Since plastic hinges at points A and B are necessary for the mechanism, the 

strength of the plate can be obtained by minimizing P, with respect to x, 

where i = 1 to n. Note that point i does not need to be at a point with force F,, but be- 

tween F,-/ and Fr. 



5.3.2 Membrane Action and Ultimate Rupture 

We assume that the e f f i  of bending is negligible when the membrane action takes 

place. The defldon of the beam due to point forces is rhematically show in Figure 

S. 15. In the following, we will derive the defiection and the nominal strain due to the 

membrane action. We will use the equilibrium conditions in deriving the goveming 

equation and as a renilt, the solution is a lower bound. First, the vertical reaction forces at 

the ends of the beam can be derived based on the equilibrium condition as: 

and 

where F, = Af, is the proportionai load at hh point, A is the proportion at which the ulti- 

mate rupture occurs and/, is the load profile described before. The equilibrium condition 

at each load point gives: 



Figure 5. 15 Schernatic Vïew of Membrane Action of a Beam L d e d  wtth point L d  

where wtt = wt / s is normalized deflection at Ah point. Manipulating (5.28) yields: 

where FH can be derived based on the geometnc condition indicated in Figure (5.15): 

=-- -- u, 
F" tan(@) w', - 

Simiiarly. wtt in Equation (5.30) can be derived as: 

where SA is the membrane force. For fiil1 plastic membrane action, SA is the plastic tensile 

stress in the plate and can be expressed as: 



where o.,, U the yield strength. Substituthg Equation (5.30) into (5.29) yields: 

Finally, we define the nominal strain for the membrane action as the ratio of the 

total elongation to the original length: 

Usually, the ultimate arength of the plate is characterized by a nominal ultimate strain 6. 

and E. = 0.05 for steel plate was suggested by Egge and Bockenhauer (199 1). Substitut- 

ing the suggested E. and Equation (5.33) into Equation (5.34) one cm derive the corre- 

sponding w', . In the present approach., this is achieved numerically. Once w',  is obtained. 

the comsponding Fd cm be derived Born Equation (5 -3 1 )  and subsequently the factor A 

defined in Equation (5.27) cm be derived. We define the comsponding ulfimafe strength 

as: 



5.3.3 Results and Cornparison With Finite Elemmt Moddling 

The two models presented in preceding ~ctions were implemented into a corn- 

puter prognm using matlab. First, we use these rnodels to analyze three typicaî cases 

shown in Figure 5.16 (a), (b) and (c). Figure 5.16 (c) represents the load profile cone- 

spanding to the minimum strength for the plate. The pressure in (a) and (b) is approxi- 

mat4 by nineteen point forces. The results of three-hinge collapse are presented in Table 

5.3 in t e m  of nomalied suength. The exact solutions are also given in the table and 

good agreements are noticed. The results of ultimate rupture are given in Table 5.4. The 

approximate solutions of Equations (4.15) and (4.16) are also given in the table. The re- 

sults of the point load model agree well with the approximate solutions. 

Next, we anaiyze the cases (d, e and f )  in Figure 5.17 and compare the results with 

those of finite element analysis. The materiai properties are given in Table 4.1. The n- 

sults are nimmarized in Table 5.5. Note that results from the present analysis and the fi- 

nite element modelling agree well in the case of plastic collapse. For the rupture, the pre- 

sent analysis underestimates the pressure by a factor pa ter  than 1 -3. 

Table 5. 3 The Mean Presarre ut ihree Hilige Coilupse for Dlfferent Lauà Type 

Load Type 
1 

Unifonn Load 
r 

Tent Shape 
L 

Point Load 

p 3 ~  (point loads model) 

16 M& 

i 1.7 ~ 4 s ~  
8 MJS' 

PJH (exact solution) 

16 ws2 
- 

12 ws2 
I 

8 M # S ~  



Figure 5. 16 B e m  under D@erent L d i n g  Condiiian, (a) Bemn L d e d  by Unijorm 

Point La&, (b) Bemn Lwded by Tent Shpe Point Lm&, (c) Beam Loau'ed by A Single 

Point L d  

case e 

Figure 5. 17 D~yerent l d  cases 

Table 5. 4 C u m ~ s o n  of Point L d  M d  wiih the Apptoximate Soiutions 

Udorm 

Distribution 

1 Distribution 

s ment ~ o d d  

O. 9 760a#s 

O. 141s 

Pu 

&WC 

Single Point Load 

~ ~ ~ r o x i n i a t e  solution 
Equations (4.15) and 

(4.16) 

I .  03aaps 

O- 168s 

1 

&as O. 116s 

pu O. 61 a ' y s  



Table 5. 5 Resuits for Cases 4 e d f 

5.4 Modefing of tlrr Uncertain@ in the Design Model 

5.4.1 The Modd 

- 

Case 

In this section, we propose a probabilistic approach to the uncertainty in the design 

model. We assume that the ice Ioad is applied through a random number of critical zones, 

each with a random site, force and location. We approximate each critical zone by a 

square, with udorrn pressure. For each load case, the strength of the panel is etimated 

and compared with that of the design model. We analyze t his by Monte Car10 simulations. 

The scheme is described below. 

Case d Case e 

First, we randomly chose the number of critical zones on the panel. We assume 

that the number of cntical zones follows a Poisson process. with a density of p zoneim2. 

In present d y s i s ,  p = .893 zone& is used following Apprwch A in Chapter 3. In out 

model, we are not considering the case in which the number of critical zones is zero; 

Case f 



therefore the pmbability for the number of critical zones is a conditional probability of n > 

O, where n is the number of criticai zones. ïhe  Ho€ the number of critical zones useû in 

present analysïs (for an area of 0.72 m2) is shown in Figure S. 1. 

Next, we randomly chose the size, location and mnal force for each critical zone. 

The size can be detennined from the p.( of the shïp trial data of Louis S t. Laurent (Figure 

5.2). For the location, we assume that the critical zone is fully lacated within the panel 

following the assumption in Apprmch A of Chapter 3. The center of the critical zone (x, 

y) is randomiy located between ([b/2, s-6/21, [HL?. LL-H/Z, following an uniforrn distri- 

bution This is shown schematically in Figure 5.18. The zonal force refend here is the 

relative amplitude between critical zones. We chose this force randomly fiom the prob- 

ability of exceedance shown in Figure 3.1 1 (Approcch A).  

Figure 5.19 shows schematically a load case chosen randomly by the above de- 

scribed procedure. For such a load case, we identify the dominant critical zone as the one 

with the maximum zonal force. Nexf we examine the pressure distribution on the domi- 

nant section. This is achieved by supenmposing the pressure of the dominant zone with 

the zones of others which are aligned with the dominant one, e.g. Zone 1 in figure 5.19, 

and which overlap with the dominant zone, e.g. Zone 3 in Figure 5.19. The strength of 

the dominant section can be obtained by analyzing the equivalent long plate, the effect of 

lateral support and the interactive effécts. The €dure of the equivaient long plate can be 

andyzed by the mode1 proposed in Section 5.3 (Equations 5.25 and 5.35). The effect of 

location of the dominant critical zone can be obtained from Equations (5.8 and 5.9). The 



Figure 5. 18 V i i o n  of the location of a criticd zone 

Rasurr disibutim i t  
daninant socâian A-A 

Fi- 5. 29 A randomly chawn I d  case 

eff'ect of laterai support can be estirnated fiom Equations (5.4, 5.5 and 5.14). The ef fm 

of interactions between cnticai zones can be estirnated by Equations (5.17, 5.18 and 5.1 5).  

Once the strength of the dominant section is obtained it is compareci with the resuits of 



the design rnodel, hence the mode1 uncenainty defined by factor B in Equation (5.1) can 

be evaluated. 

The flow chart of the above described procedure is show in Figure 5.20. The 

procedure is implemented in a computer program using mailab. As an example, we per- 

form Our anaiysis on the plate panel shown in Figure 4.19. A total of 1000 iterations are 

performed. Figure 5.21 and 5.22 show the results in ternis of the probability distribution 

of uncertainty factors BJh and 8. for plastic collapse and ultimate rupture, respectively. 

An approximation of the probability densities by a lognomial distribution with parameter 

A ( p , 0 2 )  and by a truncated Weibull distributions are also plotted in the figures. Both 

distributions approximate the left tait of the probability density well. For convenience, we 

use the lognormal distribution to approximate these uncenainties in the present analysis. 

Parameters of the lognormal distribution comsponding to Figures 5 -2 1 and 5.22 an given 

in Table 5-6. 

Table 5. 6 Probobiiity Density Funetions for Mode1 Llncertaittty (logtomai) 

Three Hinge CoUapse, BJ1 1 -5 53 0.206 0.420 O .204 

ültimate Rupture, B. 1.371 O. 182 0.299 O. 180 
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Figure 5. 22 Model Umertainty for Uitimate Rupture 



5.6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

îhe uncertainty o f  the design modei due to the randomness of the ice loads was 

anaiyzed. A number of 39 load cases are analyzed using finite element methad. It wan 

found that the plate failed by a dominant critical zone. The dominant seaion f&ls in a way 

sirnilar to an equivJaa long plate. Additional factors atktting the f ~ i u r e  of the dominant 

sections are the effkct of lateral support, the e f f i  of location and the e f f i  of interaction 

between critical zones. Empincal fomulae for these f m o n  are proposed based on the 

results of finite element anaiysis. 

A simplifiai modei of a long plate. loaded by a non-uniform load was proposed. 

The model considered both three hinge failure mechanism and the ultirnate failure by 

membrane action. This mode1 can be used to estimate the strength of the equivaient long 

plate. A schmie of simulating the uncertainty in the design model due to the randomness 

of the ice loads was proposed. Monte Carlo simulations were perfonned and the results 

were presented in t e m  of the probability de- of uncertaùity factors. The uncertainty 

factor for plastic collapx has a mean value of 1.553 and a COYof 0.206- The uncertainty 

factor for the ultimate rupture has a mean value of 1.371 and a COY of 0.182. Both prob- 

abiiity densities can be approximated by a l o g n o r d  distribution. It is recommended that 

the model uncertainty should be considered when evaluating the safety of the structures 

which are designed by the design modei. 



Chapter 6 

Design Principles 

The mon important issue in an ice related design is to select a design ice load and 

to choose a stnictural resistance. Chapters 3 to 5 investigated the uncertainties in ice 

loads and in the design mode1 of the structure. This chapter d i s a i s  the design principles 

nom the findlngs of the previous chapters. 

First, we review two design methods, namely the reliability method and the code 

design method. Second, we discuu the rationale in selecting a design ice load and a 

structural resistance. ïhird, we apply both the reliability method and the code design 

method to the calculation of ship plating. Different design strategis are proposed to 

specify the ice load and nsistance. The probability of f~ lure  foi each Itrategy is evaiuaied. 

The anaiysis is based on a concept design of an oil tanker, which is describeci beiow- 

The concept design: A vessel, with an approximate capacity of 830,000 bbls, is 

proposai to serve as a tanker for a local refinery in NeMoundland or as a shuttle tanker to 

and fiom an offshore oii fieId. Interaction with glacial ice is a potentiai hazard to this 

vesse1 and is a major consideration for structurai design. Glacial ice includes iceûergs of 

al1 s k s  including bergy bits and growlers. The expected number of impacts per year is 



very low for this vessel, and varies for different operating routes. A study by Fuglem et 

al., (1996) showed that the expected number of glacial-ice impacts for this kind of tanker 

is 0.5 to 2 per year. This number could be even lower if measures of avoidance are taken. 

A design code for such a case is not avaiiable. In this analysis, we will use a reliability 

method and partiai s a f i  method in selexting the structural resistance. We will Iimit our 

analysis to the plating. The expected number of impacts is choxn as one per year. The 

principal dimensions for the tanker are detemiined based on a similar concept design of an 

OB0 vessel in Carter et al- (1992) and are listed in Table 6.1. 

First, we review two design rnethods mostly used in practice. 

6.2 Design MethoL 

The design of a structure c m  be viewed as a decision problem. The designer has 

to give due considerations to two conflicting objectives: 

O d e t y :  the minimization of the nsk to individu& and the environment; and 

economy: the carefirl and efficient use of private and public resources. 

There is no unique solution to the design detision problem. Indeed, technical decisions 

are made in the face of uncertainty, since the fûture state of nature, e-g. loads imposed by 

the environment. is not known at the time of decision-making. 

Figure 6.1 shows a decision tree for the design of a certain structural member. 

Suppose a particuiar specified strength or resistance (e-g. yield strength) for the structure, 

rs,, is decided upon, the actuai resistance is not necessarily equal to r , .  but is a randorn 



Table 6. 1 Principc'I Pcuticuhrs of the Vesrel 

Design Dr& 
I 

Displacement 

16 M 

140,000 tones 
I 

Power 
L 

Frame Spacing ( Bow Area) 

Course of Actian 

20.5 MW 

600 mm 

Frame Spacing ( Main Hull) 

State of Nature 

750 mm 

Select a design A d  Actual 
riesistancc r, rcsistancc, R toad. S 

a : Decision fork 

0 : Chuce fo* 

Figure 6. 1 Anafysls of a Design Decision 



quantity R with a probabiüty density fiinction, y&. (ri r, ) , where the notations Ri r,, and 

rir, represent the condition "given r,". Not only the actual resistance R, but also the ac- 

tuai loaâ, X. is random Both random quantities characterize the "uncenain States of na- 

ture" that the designer is facd with. 

In Figure 6.1, to each combination of selected r,. actuai resi~tance r, and actual 

load xc, we can ascribe certain consequences cyk. ïhe degree of satisfaction associatecl 

with cqk is generally the product of many interacting evaluations and is expressed by the 

"utility" u(c& The objet of utility theory is to analyze fomally the preferences arnong 

each of the consequences, cg&. 

The above descnbed decision pmcess is usually complicated due to the large 

number of possible outcornes. This complexity can be geatly reduced by an approach 

using risk analysis. Suppose the level of per6ormance of a particular cornbination (i. j. k) 

in Figure 6.1 is valued in tenns of a single criterion, namely a limit. In our analysis, this 

lirnit state c m  be three-hinge collapse or ultirnate rupture of a plate. For given values of R 

= r, and X - xk, the outcome would be either that the structure will fàil or not fiil. By 

working back two steps in the decision tree in Figure 6.1. it is possible to appreciate the 

eff-iveness of original choice of design strength r,, by means of a single number. namely 

the probability of failure (Jordaan, 1 982). This failure probability is readily evaluated once 

the probability densities of resistance, R and load. X are known: 



where f&j and fR(T) are probability densities of load and resistance respectively. As 

schematically shown in Figure 6.2 (a). the probobility of failun Pf depends on the zone 

where two densities overlap. Based on Pfi it is possible to evaluate the systems which are 

unsafe, iîluustrated in Figure 6.2 (b) and those are too d e ,  Figure 6.2 (c). An optimal cri- 

terion is obtained when the probability of failure is dose to a ceriain target value. 

In practicai design, two rnethods can be used ta achieve this target value, nmely 

the reliability design method and code design method. These two rnethods are described 

below . 

6.2.1 Reiia bility Method. 

The reliability method is directly based on the probabilistic anaiysis of structural 

failure. The solution of the analysis (the optimal design) is the one with the probability of 

failure close to the target value of the probability of failure. Usually, the reliability design 

of a ship structure involves an iterative process consisting of initial estimation of ship pa- 

rameters, prediction of the environmentai loads, analysis of the structural response and 

evaluation ofthe structurai safety (Jordaan et al. 1987). Figure 6.3 illustrates such a proc- 

ess, in which, the estimations of the environmental forces, the structural capacity and the 

reliability are the key steps of the whole proceâure. Initial estimates of overall ship pa- 

rarneters. including displacement, operating mode, bow geometry, scantling of principal 

members, cm be achieved based on the previous experience. The optirnitation enables a 

designer to achieve the desired safety at minimum structural costs. The optimal design is 
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FÏ're 6. 3 Schematic View of the Process of Optimai Design of Structure 

crucial to the preliminary design of a ship, which determines the location, spacing and 

scantiiigs of the pruicipaî members. 

Reliabifity design offers several benefits including economy and safety. Since it 

involves an iterative proc«s the aid of a computer is necessary to achieve cost effective- 

ness. The approach is also important in the formulation of  the design code. 

6.2.2 Code Design 

In the design of ship structures, there are a large number of structural items. It 

would be inefficient to design al1 of them fiom first principles. A iule-based method is 



more efficient in this case. Most of the structural items that corne under detailed design 

are sirniiar h m  ship to ship and in-sewice experience provides a =und basis for their 

design. A design code is usuaily fonmiiated based on past experience and has intrinsic 

safety margins accepted in practice. Newer design codes are also calibrated using nsk 

analysis (e-g. CS A S -47 1, the ASPPR PropsoIs). 

A cornprehensive m i e w  of diffèrent fonnats in rule-baseâ design was carrïed out 

by Mansour et al., (1984) The mon common format is the method of partial dety fac- 

ton. which involves a specified load, x, and a specined resistance r,. The principles im- 

plied in x, and r, c m  be bener explained by the probabiiity density curves of X and R 

shown in Figure 6.4. 

As illustrateci in the figure, the specified load x,, which most directly characterizes 

a particular situation, unially corresponds to a certain probability of exceedance, or to the 

n-year retum penod event. (n is generdly 100). A load factor a is applied to x, resulting 

in the design load rd: 

The value of the specined resisrance, which is the basic unknown in the design problem, is 

obtained by applying a material factor P to the design load: 



Load X and Resisstance R 

Figure 6. 4 Lwd-Renstance Problem 

The purpose of the above procedure is to specify an extreme load that is exceeded on av- 

erage once in n years- The safety factor is desigmd to take into account parameter uncer- 

tainty and uncertainties associated with load-event (e.g. ice load vs ice impact). The re- 

sistance factor characterizes similar uncertainties for the structural member. 

For bath optimal design and code formulation, it is important to undentand the 

probabilistic nature of the load and resinance, which is investigated in the next two sec- 

tions. 

6.3 Design Load 

The environmentai Ioads for a ship hull include hydrostatic loads, wave loads, wind 

loads and ice loads. These forces are generally random in nature due to the varying 

environmental conditions. Here, we will focus our analysis on ice loads. An analysis on 



extremal ice loads is describeci in Chapter 3. As we concluded, the fundamentai issue in 

estimating extrema1 ice load is expooure, which is discusseâ fint. 

The exposure of a structure to an ice hazard relates to duration of impacts (or, in- 

teractions), number of ice impacts, area of contact (design a m )  and position on ship 

(proportion of hits). The duration of impact relates to the nature o f  interaction (Le. ice- 

breaking - ice ramming) and has been discussed in Section 3.5. Other factors are dis- 

cussed below: 

Expected number of  impacts: As aiready illustrated in Figure 3.6 of Chapter 3, 

the probabiiity density of extremal ice loads will shifi to the right as the expected number 

of impacts increase. Such a nurnber alw indicates the ice capability of the structure. For 

instance, in ASPPR Proposuis, each arctic class implies a range of expected number of 

impacts (Carter et al., 1992): 

several t housand; 

hundreds , 

decades, 

severai . 

The expected number of ice impacts for the tanker in the concept design ranges 

fiorn 0.5 to 2 times per year. Another important mpect is that as the number of impacts 



decreases. the load changes fiom muent to rare, and the principles in selecting a design 

load need to be changed rcordingly. fhis will be discussed in the foilowing section. 

Ami Facton and Proportion o f  Bits: The exposure of the structure to ice im- 

pacts is different depending on the position of the structure. For instance, the bow region 

of an arctic vesse1 is more exposed to ice than the bottom region. In Our extrema1 analysis 

on ice loads this can be accounted for by the pmponion of hits (Le. r in Equation 3.11). 

In practical design, this cm be accounted for by an area factor. For instance, in ASPPR 

propomfs, area factors are suggested for different positions relative to the bow region as: 

Position on the Hull Area Fac- 
tor 

Bow Area 1 .O 

Appendage and [ce Skeg Area 2 

Continual Ice Skeg Area 1.5 

Middle Body and Stern Area 0.5 

Bottom Area 0.3 

A m  of  Contact: It has been found in field tests of different d e s  ( Sandenon, 

1988; Ffederking et ai. 1990) that the ice pressure decreases with the increase of the 

nominal contact area. This was fùrther supported by the probabilisiic analysis of local ice 

load of Jordaan et ai, (1993a) and by the analysis on critical zones in Chapter 3. (se Fig- 

ures 3.16 and 3.17). For design of plating, it is important to select an appropriate design 

area (unsupported area). Based on the anaiysis in Chapter 4 and the study by Brown, 



Brown, (1993), an unsupporteci rectangle of s x 1-5s (s, frame spacing) is appropriate 

when the method in Chapter 3 is used to evaiuate the extreme ice loads. 

6.3.2 SpeciTied Load and Load Factor 

As we describcd earlier, in a code design, the design load is detmnined Rom a 

specified load and a load factor. a. Usually, three rules are used in the determination of 

a specified load. They are, first. to speciQ the annual maximum load with an exceedance 

probability, pr, usuaily 0.0 1; second, to specify the load with a retum penod r, usually 100 

years; third, to speci@ the most probable maximum load in r years. For a frequent load, 

the above mentioned three rules can arrive at the same or similar answer. This is 

schematically illustrated by Figure 6.5, in which, the return period is the reciprocal of the 

exceedance probability, and the most probable value of the '100 year maximum' also 

corresponds to the yearly maximum with p. = 0.0 1. As leamed h m  the development of 

CSA S.471 (e-g. iordaan and Maes, 199 1). among the above mentioned three mies, the 

first is more appropriate. This is because, first, the most probable maximum is difficult to 

interpret and rnay not even exist for a rare event; second. the retum periods are often 

misinterpreted. For instance, a 100-year retum period does not imply that one needs 100 

years of data. 

Environmental loads can be divided into three classes. namely frequent. occasional 

and infkequent loads. For frequent loads. a large number of events occur in an one-year 

period of the. Consequently, the pmbability density cuve is very peaky as illustrated in 

Figure 6.6(a). Examples of this kind of loads are wind. wave. current and certain sea ice 



Ioads. For occasional loads, the events are not as numerous as the former and result fiom 

intermittent processes or seasonal events. The probability distribution is spread 

Pmôability Oensity 

Figure 6. 5 Schematic illustratio~~ of dlteretrt rules of specify~g the i d  

Load -Y Load .Y 

out over a much larger interval as shown in Figure 6.6 (b). For infkequent loads, such as 

earthquake and iceberg loads, events have a very low probability of occurrence. The 

probability density curve is characterized by a tail and a spike at zero as shown in Figure 



6.6 (c). The selection of a design load depends on which kind of load is considered. For a 

fiequent load or an occasional load, a specified load with an exceedance probability of 

0.0 1 is usually used and a load factor is applied. For infiequent events the specified load 

usuaily has a low probability of exceedance, Le., 10" to 10'' and no load factor is applied 

to the design load. 

It is also important to consider which limit state should be used for the design. 

Usually twa limit states, i-e. ~ ~ c e a b i i i t y  and ultimate rupture, an considered. For a 

fiequent load, it is essential to prevent any dent to the plating of the hull in order to 

maintain good serviceability. For an occasional load, such as multi-year ice impact to 

CAC4 class ships, both denting and rupture should be considered. The value of specified 

load depends on which Iimit state is considered. If the limit state is ultimate rupture, the 

specified load should be the 100 year load to ensure safety. For denting, certain judgment 

is needed. On one hand, allowing some denting will greatly reduce the coa of the smc- 

ture; on the other hand, excessive denting mearts repeated repair and is uneconornical. 

The designer has to find an appropriate balance. In this case, an optimization such as the 

one carried out by Brown (1993) is appropriate. For a rare event, the Iimit state should be 

ultimate rupture. The denting in this case is judged as acceptable. 

The purpose of the load factor is to tùrther reduce the probability of exceedance 

for the design load. For instance, applying a safety factor of 1.35 to a 100-year load may 

yield a design load with the probability of exceedance of 104. However, such a safety 

factor does not give the same safety margin to loads with al1 exposure as found by Maes 



(1986). To appreciate this. let us analyze the ice load on a 0.54 nt' plate panel. The 100- 

year Ioads for dinerent exposure (expected number of impacts) obtained from Equaticms 

P n u w  (Wa) UB 

Figure 6. 7 RelationFhip between Sojety Factors aruï Erceerkmce Probabtliry 

(3 -9) and (3.14) are plotted in Figure 6.7 (curve 8). Loads corresponding to a probability 

of exceedance of 1 0 ~  are a h  plotted in the figure (curve A). A safety factor of 1.35 is 

applied to 100-year loads and yields the design loads which are also plotted in Figure 6.7 

(curw C). As indicated in the figure, the load factor of 1.35 results in a design load with a 

probabiiity of exceedance of 104 in the case when the expected number of  impact is 

10000; the same fàctor rcsults in a design load with approximately no improvement in 

exceedance probability for design load when the exposure 0.1 per year. ïhe figure also 

shows values of load factors (curve d: A/B) necessary to give a design load with an uni- 

form probability of exceedance of 10". ï h e  results show that values of the safety factor 



factor range fiom 1.35 to 4. It is concluded that use of a load factor is not appropriate for 

rare loads- 

6.3.3 Design Ice Lord for the Concept Design 

The main ice hazards for the concept design of this chapter are iceberg impacts. 

The expected number of impacts are very small. Fuglem et ai., (1996) showed that, for a 

shuttle tanker traveling in Nedoundland waters, the expected number of impacts ranges 

from 0.1 to 4 depending on the traveling route and the ice conditions. Tentatively we 

specify the expected number of impact as one pet year. The ice load in this case is an in- 

muent one and the specified load should correspond to a low exceedance probability- 

In xlecting a design load, one has to bear in mind that mon designers are used to 

the method of partial safety factor. and the load with 1 0 ~  seems to be "unredistic". For 

this reason, we propose a number of strategies in seiecting the design load. This includes 

the loads which correspond to W2, 10') and 1 0 ~  exceedance probabilities, and with saFety 

factors ranging fiom 1 to 2.4. We will calculate the safety for each strategy in Section 6.5. 

6.4 Resistance of the Structure 

In Chapter 4, we proposed to mode1 the strength of a plate by a long plate loaded 

by uniform pressure. The resistance for plastic collapse and rupture nom the design mode1 

are: 



res@veIy, where Mp is the plastic moment resistance; s is h e  spacing, z is the thick- 

ness of the plate and 4 is the dynamic yidd stress. As we know from Chapter 5. the re- 

alistic ice load is not u d o m  This causes uncertainties in the design model. For plastic 

collapse, this uncertainty c m  be represented by a random factor B J ~ .  B3h c m  be approxi- 

mated by a lognormal distribution with a mean valw of 1.553 and a COV of 0.206. in 

additioa, M, is dso random due to the uncertainties in materid strength and sues. Ac- 

cording to Maes (1986) and Kennedy and Baker (1984). Mp has a lognomal distribution 

with a mean of  1.2WP and a COV o f  0.1, where M, is the specified plastic moment re- 

sistance. if we denote the random quantity Mp as B.L~, the reai resinance of the plate can 

be presented as: 

A special point to note is that, in the case that both B.u and Bu have lognomial distribu- 

tions, 4, = 16B-,,B, I s' also has a lognormal distribution (Ochi, 1990). The mean and 

COV of Ru can be denved as 1.895(16~,@) and 0.227 respectively. 

In case of ultimate rupture, the probability distribution of the ml resistance can be 

derived similar to the case of threg-hinge collapse. ïhe uncertainty of the material prop- 

erties Miude yield strength -' and plate thickness t .  According to Nessim (1991) and 

Kennedy and Baker, (1984), the yield stress of steel has a lognomai distribution. The 

mean and COV of this distribution are suggened as 1 . 0 8 ~  and 0.05 respectively 



(Galambos and Ravindra, 1978), where O+ 1s the specified yield stress. We assume that 

the plate thickness aiso has a lognormal distribution. The mean and COY of the plate 

thickness is assurneci as 1.014ts and 0.01 respectively according to Kennedy and Aly 

(1980), where t, is specified plate thicknas. Consequently. ait  dso has a lognomal 

distribution with a mean o f  1 .o~s&,,J, and a COV of 0.05 1. The resulting strength of the 

plate Ru, has a lognomial distribution with a mean o f  1.371(1 .03crFa!/s) and a COV of 

O. 182. 

6.5 Design of the Pfati~g 

h the present section, the plating is designed to resist ice impact load. Consid- 

eration of other environmental forces is not included. Both the method of reliability design 

and the partial safety method are used in deriving plate thickness. Different strategies are 

used to define design load. The expected number of impact with icebergs is one per year. 

For such infiequent events, ultimate rupture is considered as the limit state for plate 

fiiilure. fhree hinge collapse is considemi acceptable. Plate thickness is calculated from 

the design mode1 (Equation (6.5). EH-36 steel is used for plating following the sugo 

gestions in Carter et al. (1992). The dynamic yield and dynamic ultimate stresses of the 

steel are used as the material strength. Probability distributions of ice load and pressure 

strength defined in Section 6.3 and 6.4 are used in risk estimates. The probability of fail- 

ure is calculated using First Order Reliability Method (FORM. Gollwitzer et al., 1988). 



6.5.1 Dyaamic Yield and Qynamic Uitimate Stresses 

Shce the ice-stmcture impact is characterized by high speed and shon duration, 

we wili use dynamic yield and dynamic ultimate stress in caiculating the plate strength. 

The calculation of these stresses are baseci on the work of Nessim et al. (1992). 

The dynamic yield stress of structural steei is dependent (among other factors) on 

the service temperature and the strain rate. Results of Soroushian and Choi ( 1987) were 

used to calculate the actual dynarnic stress corn specified (static) yield stress. The ratio 

behueen the yield stress at strain rate E. and the static yield stress, ~$0). is given as 

follows: 

The actual yield stress also depends on the temperature. This dependence was character- 

ized using data given by Malik and Tomin (1991). This data is for EH-36 steel with a 

specified yield stress of 355 MPa, and the tests were carried out at a grain rate of j x l @ ' ~  

The ratio of the actual yield stress at temperature T, O-,-, .  to the specified yield stress. a, 

c m  be calculateci based on the test data: 

where T is in OC. Equations (6.7) and (6.8) are used to estimate the dynamic yield stress 

for any combination of temperature and strain rate. 



A similar analysis on dymnic ultimate stress was also carried out by Nessim et ai., 

(1992). The analysis was based on the same data set reponed by Malik and Tomin 

(1991). The ratio between aJlO and cr, as a tiinction of the temperature is derived: 

The s t d  rate effect is given by the following relationship (Soroushain and Choi. 1987): 

where od(0) and q,,(O) are the natic yield and ultimate stresses respectkely. Equations 

(6.9) and (6.10) can be used to calculate the ultimate strength for any combination of 

temperature and strain rate. 

The temperature used in present analysis is O°C and the arain rate is 10-~- The 

correspondhg dynamic yield stress and dynamic ultimate stress was caiculated and is 

summarized below: 



6.5.2 Design of Plate Tbickness and Risk Analysis 

Reliability Design: 

The objective of the design is to find a minimum plate thickws which satisfies the 

target safety- The accepted range of target values of annual reüability in offshore industry 

is L - ( L O ~  to IO-'). For shipping, a higher reliability is desirable. The value of 1 - lo6 is 

chosen as Our taget value of annual reliability following the suggestion by Caner et al., 

(1995). An iterative process is carried out. In each iteration, a plate thickness is chosen 

and the probability density of the resistance is derived. The probability density function of 

ice load for an unsupponed area of 0.54 m2 can be derived ftom the method presented in 

Chapter 3. The probability of failure is then calculated. The probability of failure is plotted 

against the plate thickness in Figure 6.8. The optimal plate thickness, which corresponds 

to a failure probability of 104, is 29 mm. The figure also shows the failure probability 

against the plate thickness for the case when the average rams per year, n, is 0.5 and 5. 

The plate thickness varies between 27 to 33 mm for 11 between 0.5 to 5. For the purpose 

of cornparison, plate thickness for Arctic class CAC4 and for the Baltic class IAS and 

open water were also calculated and are presented in Table 6.2. It shows that, for the 

present vesscl, significant ice strengthming is requireâ. The thickness is between that of 

the Bdtic class LAS vesse1 and the open water. 

Method Using Partial Safety Method 

In the following, we use the method of partial safety factor (Equation 6.3) to de- 

sign the plate thickness. First, we calculate the specified load, x,. [ce loads which corre- 



correspond to 1%. 0.1% and 0.0 1% of excedance probabilities are used as the specified 

load x,. The design load is then caicdated by applying a safiety factor cz to the specified 

load. Values of a ranging from 1.0 to 2.4 are used. The specified strength is then 

obtained by applyhg a materiai factor 8 to the design load. f l  usWy equals to 0.75. 

1 al2 
10 20 30 40 50 60 

Plate Thickness (mm) 

Figure 6. 8 Probability of FaiIt~re for Drflerent Plate Thickness 

Tuble 6. 2 Phte T%ickness for Dtment  CIass Ships 

Class of Ship Plate thickness (mm) 
... 

Reliability Design 29-30 

Arctic Class CAC4 36 

Baltic Class I AS 30 

Open Water 16 



Once the specified resistance is selsned, the plate thickness cm-be calculated using 

Equation (6.5). Values of plate thickness conesponding to different strategies are cal- 

culated and results are presented in Figure 6.9. The probability distribution of ultimate 

strength corresponds to each plate thickness is then denved from the results of Section 5.4 

and the probability of failun is caicuiated using FORM. fhe tesults are presented in Fig- 

ure 6.10. As show in the figure. the combinations of a specüied load with 104 exceed- 

ance probabifity and a safety factor a = 1, and a specified load with  IO-^ exceedance 

probability and a safety factor a = 1 -48 satisQ the target safety value of 104. ï h e  prob- 

ability density for three hinge failure was aiso derived for each plate thickness and the 

probability of failure is caiculated. The results are show in Figure 6.1 1. As expected, the 

probabiiity of three hinge collapse is hi&. 

6.6 Conclusions and Recommend~ions 

Stmaural design cm be viewed as a decision process. The main objective is to 

achiwe required safety at minimum con. This can be achieved by a nsk analysis. Two 

design methods, namely the reliability design rnethod and the partial safety method, are 

introduced and are applied to design of the plating of a concept design. To achieve an 

optimal design of the structure, it is essential to understand the uncertainties associated 

with the load and structure strength Environmental load can be divided into three cate- 

gones, m e l y  fiequent, infiequent and rare loads; accordingly, different strategies are 



neded in specieng the design load. The panid safety method is most suitable for the 

design of fiequent loads but not suitable for rare events. The Iirnit States design includes 

se~ceabiiity and ultirnate f4ilure. The lunit nate for a panicular design aiso depends on 

the kind of environmental loads considered. For tiquent loads, se~ceabiiity should be 

considered, whiie in a rare event the main consideration is the uitirnate safiety. 

70 ; 
Plate Thickness (mm) 

10 ' 
1 1.5 2 2.5 

Load Factor a 

Figure 6. 9 Plate 7hicknes for Diflerent Design Strategies 

Through the design of plating for an oil tanker for Offshore Newfoundland, for 

rare loads such as the ice Ioads £tom the iceberg impacts. the design load can be chosen as 

the one with a probabitity of exceedance of 104. I t  was also found that a class between 

Baltic c l w  LAS and open water neecis to be developed for the design for Offshore New- 

foundland waters. 
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Chapter 7 Concluding Remarks 

A comprehensive anaiysis of ship structurai design foi ice environments hu ben 

presented. Mechanics of ice-stcuctun interaction, statistics of ice loads and an analysis of 

the structural response to ice loads were identifieci as threc important and interlinked 

aspects in the structural design. Locaiized high pressures (critical zones), the key element 

in al1 of these aspects, are the focus of the present work- 

From the view point of mechanics, ice impacts are characterized by ice fiacture 

and damage. This lads  to pieces of ice spalling off and formation of criticai zones. The 

f i a m  process govems the size and location of these critical zones. Kendall's double 

cantilever barn is not suitable for the anaiysis of ice hctun since it is limited to the case 

of a long centrai crack. The model of Hutchinson and Suo accounts for both shear and 

tensile fractures and may provide a better solution for ice spalling. Since this model is al= 

denved for the case of a long crack, further development is needed for the modelling of 

critical zones. In reality cracks are smail compared with the size of the ice feature. These 

cracks, under the miAccl mode of stresses, are the Iikely candidates for âactun spalling. 

hie to the randomness of these cracks, spailing resulting from fraaure and critical zones 

are also random. As a result, critical zones are also random. 

A probability distribution of ice loads can be estimated by probabilistic modelling 

of criticai zones. The ice loads on a design a r a  can be asairned as a random number of 

critical zones, each with a random force. The probability distribution of the maximum ice 



Ioads can be approximated by a double exponential distribution. This distribution is 

dependent on the exposure of the structure to the ice loads- ïhe exposun is related to the 

design area, location of the structure and the design route for ship operations . 

For the design of ship plating, a long plate mode1 is considered appropriate. This 

has the advantage of been easily implemented by designers. The ice load on this plate cm 

be estimated fiom the yearly maximum load on a panel with an aspect ratio of 1.5. lt 

should bc kept in mind b a t  the reai structure and the ice loads are quite different fiom the 

ideaikation, and therefore model uncertainty associated with this idealizat ion should be 

considered in design. 

A plate under localized loads such as critical zonai forces usuaily fails in a 

dominant section. This dominant failure section behaves in a similar way to a 2-D plate 

loaded by non-unifonn pressure. The failure of this 2-D plate can be estimated by the 

simple model derived in this study. In addition to the dominant section, additional factors 

affecting the failure of the plate include the lateral support, the location of critical zones 

and the interaction between cntical zones. These factors can also be estimated by the 

empirical formulae derived in this study. 

The r d  stnngth of a struchin can be calculated using the design strength and a 

factor of model uncertainty. In the present study this factor is a random quantity which 

can be approximated by a lognormal distribution. In addition to the model uncertainty in 

ice load, uncertainties al- exist in material strength and sites. 



Reliability design yields an optimal solution yet it is difficult to implement in 

practice. For the load factor design methoQ c m  must be taken when selecting the 

specified load. For rare loads aich as ice impact loads in offshore Newfoundland waters, 

the load factor does not always incruse the dety  by the "expected arnount". As a result, 

this method is not appropriate in the design of a structure for a rare event. ïhe 

characteristics of ice loads in offshore Newfowdlanci waters are quite different fiom that 

of the Baltic and the Canadian arctic. A design nile for ships operating in this region is 

needed. The present s ~ d y  can be used in the development of such a rule. 
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